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The discovery of novel materials that are stable at ambient conditions with emergent functionalities is
a pressing need of the 21st century to keep the pace of social and technological advancement in a
sustainable manner. Nanotechnology and nanomaterials are one of this kind and the current era has
already witnessed several groundbreaking discoveries of materials and disruptive technological
advancements. Starting from 0D fullerene, the invention of 1D carbon nanotubes, and most recently
2D graphene, all are allotropes of carbon, have brought a lot of research opportunities to understand
different physical and chemical phenomena at atomic and molecular scales and to convert such
properties into useful applications. Among them, 2D materials find special attention due to unique
properties such as ballistic carrier transport, immunity from substrate effects and commendable in
plane mechanical robustness. However, the library of such materials is limited, and one can see that
most of the technically viable materials that are already industrialized in a large scale belong to the
class of non-van der Waals materials. The effect of confinement in one dimension on non-van der
Waals materials remains unexplored owing to the difficulty in fabricating these materials to the ultra-
thin limit with large lateral size or area. Recent advancement of cleaving non-van der Waals bulk
materials to their ultra-thin counter parts through the state-of-the-art liquid phase exfoliation
approach leads to renewed research interest among scientific community. The existence of cleaving/-
parting planes in certain directions of non-van der Waals materials, where the bonding strength is
relatively weak compared to other crystallographic directions of the bulk crystal, facilitate smooth
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exfoliation when subjected to shear force through suitable methods. Herein, we attempt to discuss the
rationale of such methods in the synthesis of non-van der Waals 2D materials that possess
cleavage/parting planes with a special attention to natural ores, and to review the recent progress
made in non-van der Waals two-dimensional materials with a special emphasis on emergent
magnetism, catalysis, energy storage, and optoelectronics and related applications.

Keywords: Non-van der Waals materials; 2D materials; 2D magnetism; Catalysis; Photodetectors; Tribology
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Introduction

Two-dimensional materials have been a cradle for extensive sci-
entific research both in fundamental and applied perspective
ever since the discovery of graphene in 2004 [1]. However, van
der Waals (vdW) two-dimensional materials synthesized thus
far suffer from several limitations such as high air-sensitivity,
temporal persistent properties and performance under ambient
conditions that lead to difficulty in maintaining the desired layer
thickness for potential applications. Moreover, vdW two-
dimensional (2D) materials are limited in permutation, given
the number of elements that give rise to such structures either
elemental (carbon, boron, group IV and V candidates) or having
multiple components (metal borides, oxides, chalcogenides, and
halides) [2]. This number further shrinks when we filter for niche
properties such as magnetism [3], catalysis [4], energy storage [5],
optoelectronics [6], and so on. While it is easy to isolate 2D mate-
rials from vdW bulk materials which started more than a decade
ago [7], the major issue that hampers the usefulness of vdW 2D
materials for applications is the lack of stability in ambient con-
FIGURE 1

Towards non-van der Waals ultra-thin crystals, a timeline.
ditions [8]. An emerging perspective to scout for ultra-thin 2D
materials synthesized from non-van der Waals (n-vdW) bulk
materials and studying their exotic properties seems more
promising, given the stability, abundance and ease of processing.
It is also evident that the majority of existing materials, such as
silicon, metal oxides, nitrides and sulfides, having large scale
technological applications are n-vdW in nature [9,10]. This has
unlocked myriad new possibilities in terms of fundamental mate-
rials physics and chemistry as well as for applied research over
the past few years. The major legends that leads to the non-
layered 2D materials exploration are displayed in Fig. 1.

The preparation of n-vdW 2D materials is by no means a triv-
ial approach. Unlike their vdW preceders, n-vdW materials have
a significant tendency to satisfy surface dangling bonds and form
3D structures. Today, given the thermodynamical stability of lay-
ered (vdW) 2D materials [8], there exist multiple routes to syn-
thesize them via effective bottom-up and top-down approaches
[11]. However, in order to synthesize n-vdW 2D materials, one
must develop strategies that depart from the thermodynamic
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equilibrium. Wang et al., in their insightful review few years ago,
summarized such novel efforts [12]. They were successful in
reviewing all the major advances of n-vdW 2D materials until
then and classify them in terms of major synthesis strategies as
well as applications. The classifications in terms of synthesis
strategies are focused on mainly bottom-up processes; both the
dry and the wet chemistry methods whereas major applications
are catalysis, energy storage and conversion and optoelectronics.
However, state of the art top-down exfoliation approach was not
been established. Recently, several groups are successful in syn-
thesizing few layer n-vdW 2D materials using simple liquid exfo-
liation technique and has been shown to be useful for wide range
of applications especially two-dimensional magnetism. In this
review, we focus on major developments in the field of non-
layered/non-vdW materials in recent years, featuring potential
short- and long-term applications. We start with the concept of
n-vdW exfoliation, discuss the various classes of materials that
possess cleavage/parting planes with an emphasis on natural
ores, followed by an in-depth analysis of both theoretical and
experimental investigations of 2D n-vdW materials in the field
of magnetism, energy storage and conversion, optoelectronics
and other miscellaneous applications, followed by the summary
and future prospects.
Concept of n-vdW exfoliation
Due to strong three-dimensional covalent/ionic bonding, it is
highly unlikely to obtain n-vdW 2D materials through top-
down approaches such as conventional exfoliation by mechani-
cal means. Hence, most of the strategies employed for the syn-
thesis of n-vdW 2D materials are bottom-up methods. There
are several wet-chemistry based methods which enable anisotro-
pic growth of ultra-thin n-vdW 2D sheets such as self-assembly,
FIGURE 2

Schematic displaying the difference between vdW (MoS2) and n-vdW (FeS2) cry
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oriented attachment, lamellar intermediate-assisted exfoliation,
2D template synthesis, and topochemical transformation etc., a
detailed description of which are beyond the scope of this review
and could be found elsewhere [12–15]. However, taking advan-
tage of the cleavage planes along which intrinsic isotropic cova-
lent/ionic crystals are tend to be unstable due to very high
broken bond density [16,17], Balan et al., demonstrated that
even covalent/ionic crystals can be exfoliated by conventional
liquid phase exfoliation in suitable organic solvents [18]. This
strategy is a very recent and important addition to this unfolding
field of research. Here, the energetics of n-vdW exfoliation is
really a crucial factor which determines whether n-vdW crystals
can be exfoliated or not [19]!

The main difference between vdW and n-vdW materials is
how their layers are held together. In the case of the former, lay-
ers are held together by vdW interactions. As for the latter, con-
stituent atomic layers are held by strong bonds (metallic,
covalent, or ionic), see Fig. 2. As the vdW interactions are weaker
than the ones created from strong bonds, it is easier to separate
and/or extract thin layers from vdW materials [20]. Due to this,
in general, the mechanism of exfoliation/delamination of n-
vdW materials is different compared to that of vdW materials
[20].

It is demonstrated that n-vdW exfoliation leads to thin layers
with different sizes and/or crystallographic orientations, the
characteristics of which are dependent on the crystalline struc-
ture of the bulk material [15,20–28] and also on the energy
required to detach/delaminate the layers, which is called the
exfoliation energy. The exfoliation energy value is an important
parameter to guide experimentalists to predict whether a n-vdW
material can be easily exfoliated or not [19] whereas the crystal-
lographic structure of the bulk material can provide insights into
stals.



FIGURE 3

(left) The concept of cleavage/parting planes and the respective planes in natural ores such as (right) Hematite, Chromite, Pyrite, Magnetite and Ilmenite are
presented. The possibility of exfoliating such crystals is already investigated and it is found that ultra-thin counter parts, even down to sub-unit cell thickness
induce/trigger dislocations can be isolated by means of liquid exfoliation.
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the structural characteristics of the thin layers that could be
obtained from the exfoliation process. Based on these informa-
tion, the appropriate exfoliation process to be used can also be
determined.

The exfoliation energy estimated values for layered and non-
layered materials have been obtained mainly from ab-initio sim-
ulations, using Density Functional Theory (DFT) [21,9,30]. Two
approaches have been commonly used. In the first one, the exfo-
liation energy can be estimated from the configuration energy
difference between before, and after the separation of an atomic
layer (surface layer) using slab models with n-atomic layers [30–
34]. However, in principle, since it is not known how many lay-
ers are necessary to reproduce both the bulk and surface beha-
viour, this method requires an energy convergence procedure
to fix the number of layers [29]. As it is necessary to calculate
the total energy of two configurations for each slab model with
n layers (before and after extracting an atomic layer), this
method becomes computationally expensive.

To circumvent the computation time demanded in the first
method, J. H. Jung et al. demonstrated that there is an easier
and faster way to estimate the exfoliation energy values [29]. In
this method, authors proved that the exfoliation energy can be
estimated as the difference in the energy of a layer in the bulk
and that of a separated layer in vacuum in their respectively
relaxed geometries [21,29]. According to this method, the exfoli-
ation energy can also be applied to n-layers of exfoliation from
the following equation [29]:
Eexf ðnÞ ¼ Eiso nð Þ � ðEbulk=mÞ
A

ð1Þ

in which Eexf (n) represents the exfoliation energy for n layers, Eiso (n) is
the total energy of the unit cell of a slab with n isolated layers in a vac-
uum, Ebulk is the total energy of a unit cell of the bulk material com-
posed of m layers, and A is the in-plane area of the bulk unit cell.
This method gives values for the exfoliation energy which is in good
agreement with the aforementioned method, however with less com-
putational effort [29].

The exfoliation energies obtained for non-layered materials
are in general higher than those for layered materials [20,21].
The exfoliation of non-layered materials involves bond breaking,
which demands more energy to detach/delaminate the layers
(higher than that to overcome the van der Waals interactions
in layered materials). In addition, to decrease the energy, the
resulting exfoliated layers could suffer a structural deformation/
reorganization due to the dangling bonds present at the surface
and/or borders [21,22], which creates a process more complex
than that for the layered materials.

Depending on the crystalline structure of the bulk non-
layered materials, it is also possible to infer the orientation/ex-
posed facet of the resulting exfoliated thin layers. During the
exfoliation process, the bulk material will experience shear stres-
ses which will induce/trigger dislocations and/or could create
sub-grain boundaries, thereby weakening the bonds among the
layers and easing the peeling off process. These dislocations
and/or defects will occur more frequently along the slipping
planes of the crystalline structure, which are the ones with the
167



FIGURE 4

(A) The atomic structure of ilmenite (FeTiO3) with different Fe-O bond lengths highlighted and labelled. The exfoliable [001] facet corresponding to ilmenene
is indicated in the dashed blue frame. The space group (SG), Pearson symbol (PS) and Wyckoff positions (WPs) of the structural prototype are given in the
inset. The color code is the same as in Fig. 3. (B) Side view of the 2D structure with surface cations (black) circled and schematic representation of exfoliation
energies indicating values close to graphene for systems with surface cations in low oxidation states.
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highest atomic density [35]. Due to this, it is expected that the
exfoliation energy will be smaller for layers with the orientation
of the slipping planes, which could suggest the preferential ori-
entation found for the exfoliated thin layers. This is what has
been observed in general in the simulations and experiments
[15,20–28]. For example, J. Guo et al. [24] studied some cubic
n-vdW materials with an atomic arrangement similar to NaCl,
such as PbS and CdS, and they found that the (110) facets were
preferentially exposed up on exfoliation, which agree with the
slipping planes of a NaCl system [35]. C. Zhang et al. [36] per-
formed the exfoliation of non-layered magnesium, and they
observed that the most exposed flake facets were along (0001),
again in agreement with the slipping planes of hexagonal sys-
tems [35]. Moreover, besides the exfoliation energy, the crystal
structure of the bulk material can provide helpful information
of what could be obtained after the exfoliation process. The con-
cept of parting/cleavage planes in crystals and their presence in
most common and naturally occurring metal oxide/sulfides min-
eral ores are presented in Fig. 3.

Friedrich et al. recently extended these structure-based consid-
erations and carried out a detailed theoretical study by employ-
ing a data-driven high-throughput approach to shortlist 8
binary and 20 ternary candidates with potential n-vdW exfolia-
tion capabilities. The authors also assessed their electronic, opti-
cal, and magnetic properties, which proved to be quite versatile
and interesting [37]. As a starting point for the calculations, they
used the structural prototype of the first two template systems
realized in the experiments – hematene and ilmenene. The par-
ticular suitability of these prototypes giving rise to exfoliable
2D layers is attributed to the local anisotropy in the cation–anion
bond lengths along the [001] direction, see Fig. 4A for the exam-
168
ple of ilmenite. While there are three strong (short) bonds in one
direction for each cation, the bonds in the opposite direction are
considerably longer (weaker), giving rise to a preferential separa-
tion of the weak bonds during exfoliation by cutting along the
plane between the cations. This is a characteristic feature of the
investigated structural prototypes motivating the filtering of
the AFLOW (Automatic- FLOW for Materials Discovery) materi-
als database according to this criterion.

Remarkably, their study also elucidates the relevance of the
oxidation numbers of the surface cations for the exfoliation,
since systems with cations in low oxidation states at the surface
are found to have particularly small exfoliation energies even
comparable to graphene, see Fig. 4B. This behaviour is attributed
to weaker electrostatic interactions between sheets with smaller
surface charges. Thus, such a combination of special structural
features and electrostatic considerations might be the guide in
expanding the space of n-vdW 2D systems.
Parting planes in minerals and potential of 2D crystal
exfoliation
The orientation of continuous vectorial physical properties of
minerals in respect to their lattice make mineral ores an ideal
pool of opportunity for detailed research of n-vdW 2D materials.
Recent studies showed that 2D materials derived from natural
minerals/ores show strongly enhanced and/or significant and
controllable changes in some of their physical properties (espe-
cially related to magnetism) to the same properties of bulk ore
from which they were derived/exfoliated [18,38–40].

Chemically, the naturally formed minerals (ores) are rarely
pure, as they always contain minor and trace elements replacing
the main elements according to their geochemical affinity. This
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affinity is based on similar electronegativity, valence and ionic
size that control the extent of isovalent or heterovalent substitu-
tion in the mineral lattice. The types of minor and trace elements
and their concentration depend on the geological context in
which mineral formed. One can notice the huge opportunity
in researching the 2D materials derived from natural minerals
as they represent cheap, “ready-to-use” naturally dopped materi-
als, that occur in nature in huge quantities, as compared to
expensive, complex, time-consuming, and limited availability
of synthetic materials that can be obtained in laboratories. How-
ever, the potential use of natural ores in 2D materials research
depends on the ease of exfoliation from the parent natural ore
or bulk counterparts.

Structurally, the natural mineral ores often show parting
planes that follow strict crystallographic orientations that repre-
sent planes of maximum atom density. The existence of these
planes make the exfoliation techniques to be crystallographically
controllable and highly successful. Most minerals have one or
more directions of parting. These parting planes can be cleavage
and twinning, but also planes parallel to striations on the face of
some minerals, or minerals that often present exsolution lamel-
lae [41].

1. Cleavage planes: They are sets of parallel planes, crystallo-
graphically oriented. Some minerals present one cleavage,
along one direction relative to the symmetry of the lattice,
for example parallel to the “c” axis of a prism, or parallel to
the basal pinacoid (basal, or pinacoidal cleavage). Other min-
erals show cleavage along 2, or even 3 directions, but always
intersecting each other at angles dictated by the symmetry
of the atomic arrangement in the lattice. Qualitatively, the
cleavage quality is described based on the density and thick-
ness/roughness of the cleavage planes and can range from
“absent” (no cleavage observed), “weak” (or indistinct) (rare
thick, rough, discontinuous cleavage planes), to “moderate”
(or distinct), “good”, “very good” to “perfect” (very dense
and thin separating planes). The quality of parting along the
cleavage planes can be extremely variable at the scale of bulk
ore. For example, orthosilicates have no cleavage planes (gar-
nets), or a very weak cleavage (olivines), whereas chain sili-
cates (pyroxenes, amphiboles), framework silicates
(feldspars, feldspathoids, and zeolites) and carbonates have
good or very good cleavage. All phyllosilicates have a perfect
basal cleavage. Most of sulfide ores have no cleavage at all,
but some can have perfect cleavage (galena, sphalerite, molyb-
denite, and others).

The cleavage planes can be controlled by van der Waals bonds
(like in all phyllosilicates), or by contacts in between atom pack-
ages with different orientation (non van der Waals planes).

2. Twinning planes: They are planes separating crystals with
symmetrical orientation. Some twinning planes are very
dense within the crystals (polysynthetic twinning), control-
ling the parting of the crystal. The twinning planes are paral-
lel to one crystallographic plane or axis. Often, the twinning
planes can be parallel to one set of cleavage planes, but they
can also be oblique to the principal direction of cleavage.
Depending on the twinning law, the parting quality can differ
(for example, crystals with polysynthetic twinning part more
easily along the twinning planes than the crystals with pene-
tration twinning). Feldspars, carbonates, magnetite can easily
part along twinning planes.

3. Striations: Some minerals present parallel striations
(straight lines) on a set of faces situated in the same crystallo-
graphic zone. These striations formed due to variable growth
rate of some faces against others, or due to deformation of
the lattice in secondary processes. This means that the same
type of mineral can present striations in one natural occur-
rence but can be striations-free in another occurrence, and
this depends on the local geological conditions that con-
trolled the growth rate or secondary deformation. At the lat-
tice level, the striations mark the intersection of a crystal
face (plane of maximum atom density) with a set of atoms
with a different orientation (corresponding to another face).
It is expected that minerals to part on planes parallel to these
striations (example: magnetite, pyrite, quartz, tourmaline).

4. Exsolution lamellae: Some minerals are complex solid
solutions showing complete or limited miscibility between
two or more end-members. The miscibility field varies with
Pressure–Temperature–Composition (PTX) conditions. When
minerals are out of their miscibility field, some components
or end-members can exsolve as exsolution lamellae within
the host mineral. Examples of exsolutions are chalcopyrite
lamellae exsolved from bornite–digenite solid solution, lamel-
lae of ilmenite and spinel exsolved from Ti–magnetite, exsolu-
tions of albite from a complex Na-K feldspar (resulting in
perthite textures), exsolution of ilmenite in pyroxene, or
rutile in garnet, inversion textures showing exsolution lamel-
lae in troilite, chalcocite, acanthite, pigeonite, etc. The exsolu-
tion process is controlled by planes of maximum atomic
density, resulting in a preferred orientation of exsolved lamel-
lae on certain crystallographic planes such that these plane
become parting planes.

Minerals with high potential of being easily exfoliated as 2D
crystals
Minerals that can easily exfoliate have oriented dense parting
planes. Minerals in this category are.

1) Minerals with good to perfect atomically sharp cleavage
2) Minerals with polysynthetic twinning
3) Minerals with dense striations on one or more crystallo-

graphic zones
4) Minerals that frequently present exsolution lamellae

Currently, there are 5720 species of minerals accepted by the
International Mineralogical Association (IMA). Minerals are clas-
sified in classes, based on their chemistry, and then in groups
and subgroups based on their structure, or specific elements that
occur together with the main element(s). There are seven main
classes of minerals, and these are: silicates, sulfides, carbonates,
oxides, halides, sulfates, phosphates, and native elements. Min-
erals with parting planes can be found within most of these
classes. However, the existence and distribution of these planes
across the mineral classes is not controlled by the chemical com-
169
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position, but mainly by certain structural features of the lattice
symmetry. For example, not all sulfides have a good cleavage
(rather, most of them have no cleavage at all, but some have per-
fect cleavage whereas others with absent cleavage can display
polysynthetic twinning, and other can show dense striations).
Similarly, not all silicates have good cleavage, but all phyllosili-
cates have perfect cleavage. In case of carbonate minerals (con-
taining the CO3 group), not all have a good cleavage, but all
trigonal (rhombohedral) carbonates present three sets of perfect
cleavage after the planes parallel with each rhombohedron face.

We present a table with examples of minerals with different
types of parting planes, ordered based on the quality of the cleav-
age in the Appendix (Supplementary Table S1). Supplementary
Table S2 showcases all the existing minerals recognized today
by IMA and few groups of minerals that might be relevant for
exfoliation (silicates, oxides, sulfides, carbonates) or all minerals
containing Fe, or Ni, Mn, Cr, Li [42].
Recent research efforts, emergent properties and
applications
Magnetism
Realising intrinsic magnetism in two-dimensional (2D) materials
has been a bottleneck for scientists’ ever since the discovery of
graphene – the first experimental specimen of a single atom thick
freestanding two-dimensional material [43]. Even though gra-
phene has been the cradle for bunch of experiments, especially
for spin-transport [44], magnetism in twisted bilayers [45], and
even superconductivity [46], graphene’s inability to exhibit
inherent magnetism down to a monolayer limit has been a puz-
zle for so long. Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), the
next popular 2D family consisting of three atom thick monolay-
ers could also make no difference, even though there are few
reports on ferromagnetism in monolayer VSe2 [47] and MnSe2
[48] on various substrates. However, existence of intrinsic mag-
netism in these freestanding monolayers are still not evident
[49,50].

It was believed that intrinsic ferromagnetic ordering in 2D iso-
tropic materials is not possible as postulated by Mermin and
Wagner in 1966 [51]. In the first experimental discovery of 2D
magnetism in Cr2Ge2Te6, the magnetic ordering is retained only
down to bi-layer and vanishes in a monolayer due to the thermal
excitation of magnons, which is well in accordance with the
Mermin-Wagner theorem [52]. However, surprisingly Huang
et al. experimentally demonstrated that a monolayer CrI3 is cap-
able of retaining ferromagnetic ordering up to 45 K which is con-
sidered as a major breakthrough in 2D magnetism research [53].
The Mermin-Wagner theorem is only applicable to isotropic
Heisenberg type crystals and until the discovery of intrinsic ferro-
magnetic ordering in a monolayer CrI3, magnetically anisotropic
crystals are largely overlooked by the scientific community. Pres-
ence of strong spin–orbit coupling (SOC) and magneto-
crystalline anisotropy are responsible for lifting the restrictions
laid-down by the Mermin-Wagner theorem. In addition to CrI3
which is a magnetic insulator, discovery of intrinsic ferromag-
netism down to a monolayer Fe3GeTe2 – a metallic 2D ferromag-
netic material expanded the scope of studies related to both
170
fundamental as well as applied perspective [54]. However, the
ferromagnetic transition of these materials are way below
room-temperature and hence have limited applications. Scien-
tists are revisiting the diverse families of layered materials – both
having robust magnetic ordering in their bulk form as well as
those having no bulk magnetism at all to see whether they retain
or develop a magnetic ordering down to mono or few layers limit
[55–57]. Couple of non-stoichiometric derivatives of Fe3GeTe2 –

e.g., Fe4GeTe2 and Fe5GeTe2 were experimentally proven to exhi-
bit nearly room-temperature ferromagnetic ordering as well
[58,59]. However, the further growth of research in 2D ferromag-
netic materials is hindered by the limited library of materials that
are capable of exhibiting ferromagnetic ordering at the bulk and
possibly in the 2D limit.

Non-van der Waals (n-vdW) 2D materials are an emerging
area of research as they are particularly useful candidates for cat-
alytic and energy applications because of the presence of dan-
gling bonds and photodetectors owing to their suitable visible
range bandgap [12–15]. However, studies exploiting their useful-
ness as potential materials for realising intrinsic long-range mag-
netic order down to atomically thin sheets are scarce. In spite of
the huge potential of having favourable strong spin–orbit cou-
pling(SOC) and magneto-crystalline anisotropy that are essential
for long-range magnetic ordering in the 2D limits, this interest-
ing class of materials had not been investigated carefully since
they are overshadowed by vdW 2D materials due to their ease
of synthesis as well as the ability to form heterostructures. Never-
theless, a few reports emerged after 2010 that showcased the abil-
ity of n-vdW ultrathin 2D sheets, for example, Co9Se8, RE2O3

(RE = Gd, Ho), a-Fe2O3 and d-FeOOH, synthesized through wet-
chemistry based bottom-up approaches, to exhibit robust ferro-
magnetic ordering down to ultra-thin layers [60–63] These initial
reports highlighting 2D nature and corresponding magnetism
are summarized in Fig. 5. Ultrathin 2D sheets of Co9Se8 and d-
FeOOH shows room-temperature ferromagnetic ordering
whereas RE2O3 (RE = Gd, Ho) and a-Fe2O3 show a low-
temperature ferromagnetism.

However, researchers didn’t pursue these initial signs of ferro-
magnetic ordering in non-vdW 2D crystals until 2018, when
Balan et al. successfully isolated a sub-unit-cell thick 2D material
christened as ‘Hematene’ and demonstrated both theoretically
and experimentally that Hematene is capable of exhibiting
room-temperature ferromagnetic ordering which was unprece-
dented [18]. The highpoint of this report, unlike previous
reports, was the fact that hematene was isolated directly from
its bulk mineral ore hematite by prolonged bath sonication in
a suitable organic solvent. The authors claimed that they were
inspired from the fact that excellent cleavage planes are present
even in predominantly covalent/ionic naturally occurring min-
eral ores and cleaving along these planes are energetically feasible
enabling easy exfoliation by applying sufficient energy through
suitable methods [17]. In this report, antiferromagnetic hematite
mineral ore characterised by a magnetic phase transition known
as Morin transition (TM) at 263 K, below which weakly ferromag-
netic phase due to spin canting turns into antiferromagnetic
phase through spin-reorientation about the c-axis, gets sup-
pressed upon exfoliation and transforms into ferromagnetic from
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FIGURE 5

Initial Reports on ‘Magnetism in n-vdW 2D Crystals: Transmission electron microscope (TEM) together with atomic force microscope (AFM) and magnetic
hysteresis obtained from SQUID for Co9S8 [Ref: [60]], RE2O3 (RE = Gd,Ho) [Ref: [61]], d-FeOOH [Ref: [62]] and a-Fe2O3 [Ref: [63]] respectively confirming 2D
nature and corresponding ferromagnetic behaviour.
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room-temperature down to cryogenic temperatures.. Fig. 6A–B
summarizes the experimental observations supported by spin-
polarized density functional theory calculations.
The initial report of hematene having robust ferromagnetic
ordering was supported by independent experimental observa-
tion by various groups much recently. In their report, Mohapatra
171
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FIGURE 6

Hematene Magnetism: Balan et al. [Ref: [18]]- (A) Low and high resolution TEM images of [001] oriented hematene (Left; scale bars – 500 nm, 50 nm and 2 nm
(clockwise)). (B) FC-ZFC measurements highlighting suppression of Morin transition (top right), low temperature (black) and room-temperature (red)
ferromagnetic hysteresis of hematene and spin-polarized density of states signifying ferromagnetic behaviour (bottom right). Mohapatra et al. [Ref: [71]]-
Comparison of the (C) 300 K and (D) 10 K hysteresis loops of hematite (bulk) and hematene and, (E) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of two-
dimensional layers of hematite after exfoliation for 72 hours. Chahal et al. [Ref: [72]]-(F) Low resolution TEM image of microwave exfoliated hematene,
corresponding photoconductivity (G) and magnetic measurements highlighting negative photoconductivity and ferromagnetism respectively.
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et al. synthesized ultrathin hematene 2D sheets through a soft
chemical exfoliation process and observed ferromagnetism with
ultra-high coercivity and enhanced magnetization. (Fig. 6C–E).
Whereas, Chahal et al. demonstrated microwave-assisted exfolia-
tion of hematene and observed room-temperature ferromag-
netism along with a negative photoconductivity (Fig. 6F–G).
172
However, the ferromagnetic ordering in hematene is still under
debate. Various theoretical studies have been carried-out to deter-
mine the magnetic ground-state of hematene and are sum-
marised in the table below (Table 1).

From the Table 1, one could see that a monolayer hematene is
predicted (first principle DFT calculations) to have three different
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TABLE 1

Theoretical investigations about the magnetism in hematene.

Sl. No. Prospect of study Magnetic Ground State Tools Employed

1. Stability through oxygen passivation and predicting
magnetic ground state of pristine hematene and
effect of alloying to obtain enhanced
ferromagnetism

Ferrimagnetic in pristine form and can be
converted to ferromagnetic by alloying.

Density Functional Theory [76]

2. Magnetic ground state, Elevation of Morin-
transition, Predicted Raman modes.

Antiferromagnetic Ab initio and Monte-Carlo
simulations [27]

3. Magnetic ground state, stability, bandgap,
substrate effects

Antiferromagnetic,
Ferromagnetic while on a stanene substrate

Density Functional Theory [77]

4. Magnetic ground state of Hematene/
BTO/ferromagnetic/ferroelectric heterostructures

Antiferromagnetic Density Functional Theory [78]

5. Experimental demonstration of preferential
exfoliation, theoretical analysis of magnetic ground
state, abundance of ultrathin layers, bandgap

Anti-ferromagnetic with uncompensated
surface spins contributing net magnetic
moment

Density Functional Theory [79]

6. Bipolar Magnetic Semiconductor nature, Magnetic
ground state, Curie Temperature

Ferromagnetic with direct exchange Density Functional theory [80]

7. Effect of surface passivation with H and OH in
hematene, magnetic ground state

Pristine is antiferromagnetic, hydrogenated is
ferromagnetic whereas OH passivation results
in antiferromagnetic state with large bandgap

Density Functional Theory [81]

8. Magnetic ground-state, Strain engineering of Curie
temperature and magnetocrystalline anisotropy

Ferrimagnetic Density Functional Theory [82]

9 Multiferroic behaviour of Lithium decorated
hematene

Ferrimagnetic Density Functional Theory [83]
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magnetic ground states – ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic as
well as ferrimagnetic, considering various aspects at the molecu-
lar and atomic level. However, in-order to obtain a conclusive
evidence of the pertaining magnetism, one need to isolate mono-
layer hematene and study its magnetism using monolayer sensi-
tive techniques such as magneto-optic Kerr effect magnetometer
(MOKE), magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), nitrogen vacancy
(NV) centre magnetometer or by electrical methods.

Following the report of hematene, the pursuit for new and
novel materials having robust 2D magnetic ordering has contin-
ued and ilmenene (FeTiO3) [38], chromiteen (FeCr2O4) [39], mag-
netene (Fe3O4) [64], and 2D pyrite [40] are few of the recent
reports based on liquid-exfoliation of their respective n-vdW
bulk counterparts ilmenite, chromite, magnetite and pyrite
respectively. Besides, air stable ultra-thin e-Fe2O3 2D sheets
employing chemical vapour deposition (CVD) exhibiting robust
room-temperature ferromagnetic ordering [65], and quasi two-
dimensional n-vdW a-MnSe2 having room temperature ferro-
magnetism and magneto-photoconductivity [66], CVD grown
non-layered air-stable hexagonal FeTe having high Curie-
temperature [67], ultra-thin ferromagnetic Cr2S3 deposited by
chemical vapour deposition reported independently by Chu
et al. [68], Cui et al. [69], and Moinuddin et al. [70] showcase
the astounding abilities of this emerging family of 2D magnetic
materials. Freestanding n-vdW 2D cubic ZrN single-crystalline
films exhibiting superconductivity adds to the excitement [73].
Representative figures from the corresponding publications are
summarized in Figs. 7 and 8. Theoretical predictions of novel
n-vdW 2Dmaterials with interesting magnetic properties are also
on the rise. For instance, 2D transition metal peroxide Kagome
crystals possessing Dirac-half metallic behaviour with high Curie
temperature [74], and ferromagnetism in nickel analogue of gra-
phene on vanadium [75], are couple of recent reports in these
lines.

Ilmenene, chromiteen, magnetene and 2D-Pyrite (FeS2) were
obtained through liquid exfoliation of their n-vdW bulk precur-
sor minerals ilmenite, chromite, magnetite and pyrite respec-
tively (Fig. 7). Here ilmenene was reported to develop an
exfoliation induced ferromagnetism, due to the contributions
from surface spins and Fe2+Ti4+ to Fe3+Ti3+ charge transfer excita-
tions [38]. Whereas, chromiteen and magnetene were found to
have enhanced ferrimagnetic behaviour compared to their bulk
counterpart which are attributed to characteristic surface termi-
nations, oxygen vacancies and exfoliation induced asymme-
try,–OH passivation respectively and were supported by DFT
calculations. 2D FeS2, however, was observed to exhibit an
anomalous ferromagnetic like magnetic ordering at low temper-
ature (1.8 K) which is due to abundance of (111) oriented 2D lay-
ers with ferromagnetic ground state as confirmed by DFT
calculations. Ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition is also
observed with linear M vs. H curve at 300 K whose Curie temper-
ature has also been theoretically calculated (110 K). However, as
in the case of hematene, all these magnetic measurements were
carried out employing SQUID magnetometers which is not sen-
sitive down to a monolayer and hence can be an average effect.

As discussed, experimental evidences are lacking down to the
monolayer limits as it requires ultra- sensitive magnetic measure-
ments (MOKE, XMCD etc.) which are well be a future prospect
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FIGURE 7

New non-layered magnetic 2D materials: Ilmenene [Ref: [38]] (A–C) 2D morphology and crystallinity of exfoliated sheets are evident from the TEM, (D)
exfoliation induced ferromagnetism at room-temperature (E) and enhanced magnetism of ilmenene at low temperature; Magnetene [Ref: [64]] (F–H) low
resolution and HR TEM of exfoliated magnetene along with corresponding IFFT superimposed with VESTA simulated atomic positions, (I–J) enhancement of
magnetism in magnetene at 10 K and 300 K; Chromite [Ref: [39]] (K) [110] oriented exfoliated chromite christened chromiteen with enhanced magnetic
hysteresis compared to bulk precursor chromite; 2D pyrite [Ref: [40] M–H curves showing the (L) low temperature anomalous ferromagnetic like hysteresis,
and (M) becoming paramagnetic at room temperature, (N) schematic of net magnetisation per unit cell of 2D pyrite oriented in (111) orientation with the
spin polarized density of states calculated employing DFT.
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for these materials. Nevertheless, there are reports on the mag-
netic properties of n-vdW crystals assessed at their monolayer
limits and are follows; e-Fe2O3, Cr2S3 and FeTe n-vdW 2D sheets
were grown employing CVD and all these three 2D materials
show ferromagnetic ordering. J Yuan et al. had grown air-stable
ultra-thin e-Fe2O3 n-vdW 2D hexagonal and triangular sheets
with thickness down to 5.8 nm and 7.5 nm respectively (AFM
image of a triangular sheet is shown in Fig. 8.1A) on mica sub-
strates and observed ferromagnetic signature at room-
temperature, employing MOKE magnetometer (MOKE hysteresis
of 7.5 nm flake is given in Fig. 8.1B). Unit-cell thick (�1.8 nm)
Cr2S3 triangular flakes having hundreds of microns in lateral
dimensions were grown independently by J Chu et al. and F.
Cui et al. employing ambient pressure chemical vapour deposi-
tion (APCVD) and van der Waals epitaxial growth, respectively
(Fig. 8.2C–G and 8.4L–M). Both the authors reported a Curie
temperature as high as 120 K and sheets were found to be air-
stable as well. Quasi two-dimensional n-vdW a-MnSe2 having
room-temperature ferromagnetism was also synthesized through
a modified hydrothermal reaction followed by delamination
using sodium borohydride. The average thickness of the delami-
nated sheets was 22 nm. SQUID magnetic measurements of
174
delaminated sheets on Si/SiO2 were carried out and a ferromag-
netic signature was observed (Fig. 8.3H) which is completely dif-
ferent from antiferromagnetic MnSe2/Se, precursor before
delamination. This was further confirmed by magnetic force
microscopy. In-plane magnetic hysteresis in comparison to out-
of-plane loop (Fig. 8.3I) confirmed that the easy axis is perpen-
dicular to the plane of the sheet. The Curie temperature was
found to be 320 K which was determined through 3D-Ising
model fit of FC-ZFC measurements (Fig. 8.3J). A �ve 3.4% MR
ratio was obtained from magnetoresistance measurements at
room-temperature (Fig. 8.3K) hinting its potential in spintronic
applications at ambient conditions.

In one of the recent reports, L. Kang et al. successfully depos-
ited a n-vdW (non-layered) ultra-thin (2.8 nm) hexagonal FeTe
2D crystal on Si/SiO2 substrates employing APCVD growth tech-
nique. They observed ferromagnetic ordering in these highly
homogeneous ultra-thin flakes and showed that a 4 nm flake
has a Curie-temperature as high as 170 K and the transition tem-
perature increases with increase in layer-thickness (Fig. 8.5).
More recently, Chen et al. synthesised air-stable n-vdW 2D Cr5-
Te8 with strong out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy and high Curie
temperature via. CVD [84]. Moreover, Friedrich et al. employed a
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FIGURE 8

New non-layered magnetic 2D materials: 2D e-Fe2O3 [Ref: [65]] (A) AFM image of ultrathin nanosheets, and (B) room-temperature MOKE hysteresis showing
ferromagnetic ordering; Cr2S3 [Ref: [69]] (C) FC-ZFC measurements, (D–E) MH hysteresis at various temperatures, (F) optical micrographs on Si/SiO2 substrate,
and (G) AFM height profile of one of the flakes. a-MnSe2 [Ref: [66]] (H) RT and low-temperature MH hysteresis, (I) comparison of in-plane and out-of-plane MH
hysteresis, (J) FC–ZFC and variation of remanence w.r.t temperature, and (K) the magnetoresistance at different temperatures Cr2S3 [Ref: [68]] (L) schematic of
n-vdW layer–Cr (blue) and S (yellow), AFM data highlighting unit cell thickness given in the inset, and (M) the MH hysteresis at various temperatures with the
coercivity variation at the inset; Hexagonal FeTe [Ref: [67]] (N) Hall resistance (Rxy) of a 30 nm flake at various temperatures, (O) comparison of the Rxy for a
30 nm and a 4 nm flake, (P) longitudinal sheet resistance versus temperature for different thicknesses; (Q) and coercivity versus temperature of a 4 nm flake.
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data driven high throughput approach to shortlist 8 binary and
20 ternary candidates with potential n-vdW exfoliation capabil-
ities and outlined their interesting electronic, optical and mag-
netic properties [37]. As a starting point for the calculations,
they used structural prototype of first two template systems –

hematene and ilmenene, realized in experiments. Moreover,
moving forward magnetic features at the atomic scale, in their
data-driven study Friedrich et al. investigated the magnetic order-
ing of several new candidates of transition metal based n-vdW
2D systems [37]. Although most compounds exhibited antiferro-
magnetism, they stressed the versatile degree of surface spin
polarizations exhibited by these materials due to the magnetic
ions at the surface of the sheets. These features could be experi-
mentally accessed by surface sensitive techniques such as spin
polarized scanning tunnelling microscopy (SPSTM) or magnetic
force microscopy (MFM) and tuned by adsorbates. These air-
stable ultra-thin n-vdW 2D materials will have enormous poten-
tial in future spintronic applications. These n-vdW oxides, sul-
phides and tellurides can be incorporated in heterostructures
with themselves or other vdW 2D layers for inception of various
175
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phenomena such as exchange-bias, a key concept in magnetic
storage devices and sensors. These materials could be a game
changer for magnetic tunnel junctions, spin–orbit torque and
multiferroic applications as well [85].

Energy storage and conversion
The rich chemical and electronic properties of 2D n-vdW materi-
als arising from the transition metals chemistry, low-
dimensionality (quantum confinement effect) and unsatisfied
coordination environment (dangling bonds) lead to their exten-
sive utilization in the field of energy conversion and storage. The
properties associated with 2D surfaces, and the few atomic-layer
thickness yields intriguing catalytic potentials that can be har-
nessed for particular reactions by tuning the transition metal
chemistry [86–89]. The exfoliated edges, large surface area-to-
thickness aspect ratio, and exposed surfaces of 2D layers enhance
the surface area and active site density, leading to better reactant
adsorption, facile surface reactant diffusion and faster interfacial
charge transfer [13,90,91]. If one can further improve the surface
area by improving the porosity of the crystals, that would
improve the surface activity by several folds [92]. Catalysis being
primarily a surface phenomenon is particularly benefited from
the enhanced electrical conductivity, inherent surface defects
and superficial low-coordinated atomic sites on 2D surfaces.
Owing of their low thermodynamic stability 2D n-vdW material
surfaces can present a variety of defects like vacancies, grain
boundaries, steps, kinks, etc., that can lead to crucial catalytic
outcomes in terms of activity, product selectivity etc. These prop-
erties, which are distinctly different from the 3D bulk counter-
parts are extremely valuable for catalysis and energy storage
applications. Stability, which is a crucial parameter for applica-
tions, demands the 2D structures to be chemically, structurally,
thermally, and mechanically robust even under harsh reaction
conditions. Thus, use of durable supports and formation of suit-
able heterostructures that can potentially stabilize the ultra-thin
sensitive 2D nanostructures, is a common go-to-strategy for
researchers exploring the applicative space of these exotic class
of materials. The research in synthesis, design, and fabrication
of n-vdW materials have led to enormous catalytic and energy
storage applications over the last decade which has been
reviewed in this section. Different catalytic reactions have differ-
ent material design demands that suits the chemical, electronic
and physical requirements of the energy conversion pathway,
as can be found in the categorical discussions attempted here.

Electrocatalysis
Small organic molecule oxidation: The decrease in
dimensionality to atomic level allows phenomenal electronic
modulation in the 2D materials that are unforeseen in their
higher dimensional counterparts. Controlled shapes and mor-
phologies of 2D noble metal nanocrystals, particularly the NSs
(single layer or few atom -thick, < 5 nm) have found enormous
catalytic applications in electrochemical redox reactions, includ-
ing those of small molecule oxidation [93] like formic acid oxida-
tion (FAO), ethanol or methanol oxidation reaction (EOR or
MOR). For example, mono-metallic ultra-thin 2D NSs of Pd has
been found to exhibit a 2.5 fold enhancement in HCOOH oxida-
tion over commercial Pd catalyst [94]. The activity, selectivity
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and durability of this class of 2D materials can be further tuned
for specific reactions by the incorporation of secondary elements
(noble metals or TMs or post TMs) in their binary or ternary
multi-metallic phases. For small molecule oxidation reactions,
this concept has been widely explored in different nanostruc-
tured forms of intermetallic or alloy systems by incorporation
of one or more oxophilic elements (Ag, Ni, Ru, Sn, Rh) to
enhance surface OH-adsorption [95–100]. However, the synthe-
sis of binary and particularly ternary multi-metallic ultra-thin
2D NSs [88,101–104] is a critical challenge, owing to their non-
layered structures, 2D-anisotropic growth requirements and diffi-
culty in stabilizing unsaturated metal atoms in 2D lateral planes
[13,90]. For example, Yang et al. exploited ligand chemistry to
synthesize millimetre scale (lateral dimesion) 2 nm thick Pt-Pd
alloy (Pd19Pt1) through a diamine assisted one-pot solvothermal
route [105].

The presence of noble metals and low-dimensionality resulted
in excellent electrocatalytic activity of formic acid oxidation and
oxygen reduction (ORR) with mass activity for metals and Pt. Fan
et al. synthesized ultra-thin wrinkle-free Pd-Cu nanosheets (NSs),
where the quantum confinement and entrapment effects lead to
modulations of the d-band electronic structures weakening the
adsorption energies of the poisonous intermediates in MOR.
The noble metals are particularly sensitive to CO poisoning as
it binds irreversibly to the metal sites thus deactivating them
for further reaction. This is a critical bottleneck in fuel cell appli-
cations where the MeOH crossover from the anodic side leads to
fast deactivation of the noble metal catalysts. The 2.7 nm thick
Pd4Cu1 NSs, synthesized using n-butylamine as a bifunctional
reagent, exhibits one of the highest electrochemically active sur-
face areas (ECSA) in Pd-Cu nanostructures enabling multifold
enhancement in mass activity for MOR over commercial Pd
and Pt black. Furthermore, Saleem et al. used chemically synthe-
sized atom-thick free -standing Pt-Cu NSs as seeds to grow dual
alloy based core shell nano-sandwiches exhibiting high activity
for direct FAO (Fig. 9A–D) [88]. The epitaxial growth guided by
lattice mismatch was the result of different surface energies of
the seed nanocrystals and controlled the loading of the shell
alloy phase. Another exemplary work in this direction, is the suc-
cessful synthesis of free-standing 3 nm thick Pd-Pt-Ag ternary-
alloy NSs (and other 2D NSs of Pd-Pt-Rh and Pd-Pt-AgRh) by
Hong et al. through the co-reduction of metal precursor medi-
ated by CO (Fig. 9E–J) [93]. 2D Pd–Pt–Ag NSs exhibits excellent
EOR activity arising from the 2D nanostructure and electroni-
cally optimized OH and CO (tolerance) adsorption properties.

An extension of this concept can be found in the combinato-
rial structural engineering of 2D nano/heterostructures of multi-
metallic alloys for overcoming the catalytic limitations of singu-
lar catalytic motifs. To this end, Yan et al. synthesized a series of
Pd@Pt multi-metallic 2D nanoplates having core–shell structures,
by epitaxial growth of Pt-alloy shell on Pd nanoplate core [87].
The in-situ generated CO and its concentration was crucial for
the high quality growth Pt-based core–shell multimetallic NPs.
The exemplary Pd@PtNi alloy exhibited enhanced MOR activity
with improved stability over the Pd@Pt nanoplates and commer-
cial Pt electrocatalyst. Yuan et al. developed hexagonal core/shell
nanoplates of PtBi core covered by ultrathin nanoshells through
a one pot synthesis for MOR [105]. The optimized Pt2Bi nano-
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FIGURE 9

(A) TEM images of Pt-Cu nanosheets. Inset: The nanosheets have a slight curve, (B) PtCu@Pd2. Inset: Higher magnification image, (C) comparison study
between commercial Pd/C, Pt–Cu nanosheets with their sandwich and nanoring like structures for formic acid oxidation at room temperature at a scan rate of
50 mV/s in N2 purged solution, specific (mA/cm2) activities and (D) maximum specific activities [Ref: [88]]; (E) low- and (F) high-magnification TEM images of
the Pd–Pt–Ag nanosheets (the inset shows the visible lattice fringes). (G) HAADFSTEM image and corresponding EDS elemental maps of a Pd-Pt-Ag
nanosheet. Scale bar: 20 nm. (H) AFM images and corresponding height profiles of Pd–Pt–Ag nanosheets supported on a Si wafer, (I) CVs obtained with
various catalysts in 0.1 M KOH and 0.5 M ethanol at a scan rate of 50 mV/s and (J) Catalytic activities of the different materials in the EOR [Ref: [93]].
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plates showed multifold enhancement (6–8 times) in mass activ-
ity and superior stability for MOR and EOR in alkaline media
over commercial Pt/C electrocatalyst arising from a synergistic
effect of the multicomponent nanostructures.

Electrocatalytic conversion of small molecules
(Water splitting, ORR, CO2R): Water splitting powered
by renewable electricity is the cleanest route for production of
hydrogen and oxygen for use in hydrogen economy [106],
rechargeable metal-air batteries and fuel cells [107–109]. While
there have been perceptible translational progress on the catho-
dic side for hydrogen production (HER), the slower kinetics asso-
ciated with the complex 4e� process of oxygen evolution (OER)
still limits the commercial viability of water electrolyzer and
water oxidation technologies [110–114]. Similarly, kinetically
staggered and mechanistically complex reduction reactions like
that of oxygen and CO2 reduction demands further innovation
in the cathode material design to achieve technoeconomic tar-
gets. To this end, 2D n-vdW metal oxides, sulfides and inter-
metallic ordered or alloy nanostructures are excellent catalytic
candidates to address the electronic process limitations of these
reactions at nanoscale. Particularly, 2D non-layered metal oxi-
des/chalcogenides of stable and earth-abundant elements have
been extensively explored for catalytic energy conversion appli-
cations and the synthetic synthesis strategies for which presents
an evolving field of research. Electronic and chemical-structural
modulations possible by 2D confinement can be a real asset in
understanding and overcoming the chemical processes and lim-
itations at the molecular level.

Dou et al. used a bottom up self-assembly approach to synthe-
size graphene-like holey Co3O4 nanosheets that exhibit excellent
and durable OER performance, surpassing the benchmarks of
conventional Co3O4 nanostructures and commercial IrO2

(Fig. 10A–C) [115]. The enhancement in activity was a direct
result of the atomic thickness and mesoporosity of the electrocat-
alyst leading to the large surface area, abundant accessible sites,
low-coordinated surface atoms and better interfacial electrical
conductivity. Furthermore, computational studies revealed that
the strong lattice distortions arising from the absence of neigh-
bouring layers in the 2D Co3O4 layers diminishes the energy bar-
riers for mass transfer and conversion. Another interesting
plasma engraving approach undertaken by Xu et al. produced
ultrathin Co3O4 NSs rich in oxygen vacancies which helped in
controlled modulation of Co2+/Co3+ oxidation states [116]. The
electronic modulation of Co, oxygen vacancies on the surface
and high surface area of the 2D NSs yielded enhanced OER activ-
ity with increased electrical conductivity and current density,
lower onset potential and high specific activity (�10 times), over
the bulk Co3O4.

The exfoliation of oxides skin on reactive liquid metal surfaces
by mechanical delamination or gas/solvent dispersion (typically
177
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FIGURE 10

Graphene-like holey Co3O4 NSs (GHCS). (A) SEM image of GHCS after heat treatment (B) HRTEM image and FFT pattern (inset), indicating the cubic spinel
Co3O4 structure, (C) OER catalytic performance of GHCD: LSVs on the disk electrodes at a scan rate of 10 mV/s [Ref: [115]]; (D) ultrathin troilite FeS NSs: TEM
image of a FeS NS (scale bar, 0.4 lm) and the SAED pattern (Inset); (E) HRTEM image of a FeS nanosheet (scale bar, 5 nm) and the enlarged image (Inset, scale
bar, 1 nm), (F) HER: Polarization curves of the FeS/CFC at different temperatures with or without NIR light irradiation [Ref: [123]]; NiSe-Overall water splitting:
(G) SEM image of ultrathin NiSe NSs, (H) HRTEM image and SAED pattern(Inset), (I) OWS activity of two-tiered NiSe NSs- Two-electrode LSV curves. [Ref: [125]];
Pt–Pb hexagonal nanoplates. (J) Representative TEM image, (K) SAED pattern on one single hexagonal nanoplate, HAADFSTEM image from in-plate, E and F
are high-resolution HAADF images from the selected areas in and Simulated HAADF images as well as the atomic models superimposed (L) electrocatalytic
ORR performance of PtPb nanoplates/C, PtPb nanoparticles/C, and commercial Pt/C catalysts: specific and mass activities of different catalysts [Ref: [86]].
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aqueous solvents) has been adapted as a general strategy for
ultrathin metal oxide production. Yuan et al. extended this strat-
egy using non-aqueous solvent at elevated temperatures for the
mass production of ultra-thin 2D amorphous Ni-decorated SnOx

NSs from a liquid Sn-Bi alloy [117]. The resulting 2D SnOx

nanosheets was found to electrocatalytically reduce CO2 to for-
178
mic acid with 90% faradaic efficiency and high durability. In
another approach to form amorphous 2D metal oxide, Naraya-
nan et al. synthesized 3–5 nm thick chromium oxide NSs
through rapid thermal exfoliation of hydrated chromium chlo-
ride precursors [118]. The produced amorphous Cr2O3 NSs were
found to augment the electrochemical HER activity of bench-
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mark metals like Pt and Au in alkaline media, by acting as a cocat-
alyst, enhancing durability and synergizing the charge transfer
process.

Hematene, usually derived from a-Fe2O3, has been one of the
most well explored n-vdW 2D materials owing to its rich,
physico-chemical, magnetic and catalytic properties. For exam-
ple, Mohiuddin et al. used a water soluble template assisted wet
chemical route to synthesize ultrathin free-standing a-Fe2O3

and FeP NSs with tuneable morphology and porosity, forming
hierarchical nanonets [119]. The FeP nanosheets exhibits supe-
rior electrochemical HER activity with low overpotential and
Tafel slope surpassing that of conventional free-standing binary
TM nanostructures. 2D hematene decorated with Au NPs have
also shown promise for potential glucose oxidation in biofuel
cells [120]. From a combined experimental-theoretical study,
Mohanty et al. showed that oxygen vacancy rich 2D hematene
NSs can surpass the state-of-the-art catalyst IrO2/C in OER perfor-
mance, owing to the reduction in potential barrier arising from
nano structuring and defect engineering [121]. Earlier Zhang
et al. has used platinum decorated 2D hematene sheets as a dur-
able electrocatalyst for methanol oxidation [122]. The composite
catalyst prepared via mechanical exfoliation followed by con-
trolled Pt deposition through double pulse strategy exhibited
high mass activity and high intermediate tolerance.

Zhou et al. undertook an unconventional photo-mediated
synthetic route to produce metallic 2D FeS NSs using infrared
radiation that demonstrated an interesting semiconductor–metal
transition [123]. The troilite FeS NSs exhibited high intrinsic
activity and facile charge transfer for electrocatalytic HER with
ultralow overpotential (g10: 142 mV) and a Tafel slope of
36.9 mV/dec (Fig. 10D–F). Theoretical calculations by Yuan
et al. showed that 2D Pt5Se4 monolayer can act as an excellent
tri-functional catalyst for electrocatalytic water splitting (HER &
OER) as well as ORR, with good kinetic and thermal stability
[124]. The Pt5Se4 basal plane particularly was predicted to have
superior performance over 2D noble metal chalcogenides, while
the ORR performance was also found to be more promising for
Pt5Se4 monolayer than Pt (111) surface. An example of topotac-
tic growth was demonstrated by Wu et al. where they prepared
vertically aligned 2D non-layered NiSe NSs by a combination of
acid etching and non-destructive topotactic selenization of
NiOH, allowing epitaxial growth [125]. The resulting NS array
of nickel selenide shows phenomenal bi-functional activity for
overall water splitting in alkaline electrolyte, exhibiting high
ECSA, turnover frequencies, exchange current densities and
facile charge transfer (Fig. 10G–I).

Wu et al. exploited the freestanding properties of self-
assembled Co14 nanoclusters (formed through colloidal route)
to produce single-unit-cell thick Co9S8 nanosheets through
high-temperature sulfurization [126]. The NSs generated oxygen
from alkaline solution at ultralow overpotentials, yielding elec-
trocatalytic activity comparable to the best reported Co electro-
catalysts. Zhang et al. synthesized ultrathin porous NSs of
Co3S4 with S-vacancies through the plasma-induced dry exfolia-
tion method which exhibited ultralow onset potential (18 mV)
and huge mass activity (1056.6 A/g @ 200 mV) for HER in alka-
line media [127]. The activity enhancement was found to arise
from the intrinsic electronic properties, high density of active
sites and accelerated electro- and mass transfer.

The mechanical exfoliation of 2D non-layered materials is
rather challenging because of the lack of anisotropy in the 3D
bonding network. Liu et al. overcame this problem in their syn-
thesis of exfoliated atomic 2D NSs of earth abundant non-layered
natural minerals like galena (PbS), calcite (CaCO3) and goethite
(iron oxide-hydroxide) [128]. They could correlate the orienta-
tion of the exfoliated NSs to the cleavage orientation of the 3D
bulk phase, revealing that the exfoliation occurs along the cleav-
age planes through anisotropic in- & out-of-plane bonding. The
surfactant free ultrathin CoOOH NSs synthesized through this
method suffered very low overpotentials (g10: 245 mV) for elec-
trocatalytic OER, thus competing with the benchmark electrocat-
alysts. In another interesting synthetic strategy, Liu et al.
produced, a variety of 2D holey arrays of single crystalline N-
doped NPs using coordination-driving deposition and sequential
etching (CDSE) [129]. The 2D growth was confined through the
strong anisotropic coordination between the pyridinic nitrogen
and metal ions followed by a sequential thermal etching of the
18-membered CN rings. Metal oxide quasi-NSs obtained by this
process and their phosphatized counterparts exhibited excellent
electro-and photocatalytic properties.

Yang et al. reported the formation of lamellar 2D heterostruc-
tures of vertically aligned non-layered nickel boron oxide NSs
with graphene in a tri-layered sandwiched framework (Ni–Bi–gra-
phene–NiBi) [130]. The facile synthesis of the open framework
heterostructure critically addresses the typical aggregation issue
in 2D materials and exhibits excellent photo/electrocatalytic
activity and durability in proof-of-concept catalytic tests. Yadav
et al. obtained 2–3 layer thick 2D Al alloy having micrometer
scale lateral dimensions, via the liquid exfoliation of the 3D
counterpart of Al66Co17Cu17 [131]. The resulting 2D Al-alloy
NSs exhibited a 2-fold decagonal quasi-crystalline symmetry.
The 2D heterostructure of the Al alloy NSs with a few layers
WSe2 showed stable and efficient electrocatalytic HER perfor-
mance. In an exemplary work on biphasic core shell nanoplates,
Bu et al. used interfacial strain engineering to boost the electro-
chemical ORR activity in PtPb/Pt nanostructures exhibiting large
biaxial strains [86]. Theoretical calculations revealed that the
edge and top-Pt [99] facets suffer extensive tensile strain that
optimally modulates the P–O binding energy yielding unprece-
dented enhancement in ORR activity and stability (specific &
mass activity @ 0.9 V vs RHE: 7.8 mA/cm2 and 4.3 A/mgPt respec-
tively) (Fig. 10J–L).

Another interesting and extensive computational study by Gu
et al. predicted the formation, synthetic strategy and rich electro-
chemical properties of 2D TM carbides (TMC) derived non-van
der Waals bulk [132]. This class of materials, interestingly named
as anti-MXenes owing to the reverse arrangement of the sand-
wiched metal layer between two atomic X-layers, was predicted
to have high metallicity and abundant active basal planes. The
authors predicted the formation of a library of 79 2D TMCs
which were found to be thermodynamically, thermally and
mechanically stable. Many of these “computationally exfoliated”
materials, depending on the TM chemistry, layered nanostruc-
ture and electronic properties, were predicted to be excellent
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electrode materials for catalysis (HER and OER) as well as energy
storage applications (Li-ion batteries).

Organic catalytic reactions: 2D n-vdW crystals, mostly
of Rh and Ru based systems have been explored for catalyzing
organic reactions like hydrogenation/hydroformylation etc. For
instance, confined low-dimensional Rh NSs showed enhanced
activity for hydrogenation/hydroformylation reactions over
commercial Rh/C or spherical Rh nanoparticles [133]. Similarly,
Ru NSs surpassed the activity of its nanospheres for CO-
selective methanation [134]. Duan et al. were the first to synthe-
size single-layer Rh NSs via the wet chemical solvothermal route
which exhibited superior organic catalysis. The PVP-capped Rh
NSs showed multi-fold activity & selectivity enhancements for
the hydroformylation of 1-octene to the desired aldehyde and
also for the hydrogenation of phenol (at 30 �C and low H2 pres-
sure) over the PVP capped Rh NPs and Rh/C commercial catalyst.
The enhancement in activity can be largely attributed to the sin-
gle layer feature yielding high surface-atom ratio (�100%). The
ultrathin Ru NSs synthesized hydrothermally, supported by
DFT calculations, exhibited comparable activity, however with
much higher selectivity over the NP counterparts, for CO selec-
tive methanation [134].

Thermocatalytic CO oxidation: Recent investigations
on 2D n-vdWmaterials, particularly on metal oxides, have found
excellent applications for the thermo-chemical oxidation of car-
bon monoxide. Among different oxides, 2D cerium (IV) oxide
(CeO2) NSs have shown great potential for thermocatalytic oxi-
dation of carbon monoxide. For example, one of the best cat-
alytic performances for CO oxidation till date, have been
reported by Sun et al. on ultra-thin CeO2 NSs with surface con-
fined pits (�20%) [135]. These pit enriched CeO2 NSs exhibited
much superior performance over bulk ceria (0.89% conversion)
and pristine CeO2 NSs (3.2% conversion), by converting 50%
CO, at �130 �C. The defective CeO2 NSs could achieve 100%
conversion at �200 �C as compared to 325 �C and 425 �C
required for intact NSs and bulk counterpart respectively. Fur-
thermore, the lower apparent activation energy (61.7 kJ/mol)
clearly indicated the superior catalytic ability of the pit-
enriched NSs for CO oxidation at lower temperatures. The
enhancement in activity can be attributed to the unsaturated
coordination environment of the Ce at the pit sites leading to
an average coordination number of 4.6. The same group further
illustrated the effect of 2D confinement in enhancing the surface
area and surface atom ratio, resulting in superior CO oxidation
catalytic performance of 2D SnO2 NSs [136]. The 0.6 nm-thick
atomic layer SnO2 exhibited the best performance having much
lower conversion temperature (165 �C) than the few layer thick
NSs (1.9 nm), NPs or the bulk SnO2. The superior activity, as cor-
roborated by DFT calculations, was a result of the lower apparent
activation energy, very high specific surface area, and the high
density of unsaturated Sn and O atoms on the 2D surfaces. Cai
et al. took an interesting approach to synthesize hierarchical
flower microstructures composed of ultrathin polycrystalline
2D Co3O4 NSs (1–5 nm, avg. �2.4 nm) by topotactic conversion
(via rapid calcination) of self-assembled CoOx nanocrystallites
(hydrothermally synthesized) [137]. The exposed surfaces were
majorly dominated by the (112) facets and ridden with surface
defects like grain boundaries, steps, and pockets that can play
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crucial catalytic roles. The hierarchical Co3O4 flowers demon-
strated superior thermochemical CO oxidation (5 fold enhance-
ment over the best Co3O4 catalyst, at 70 �C) under ambient
pressure and excellent moisture stability. The enhanced activity
can be attributed to the abundance of unsaturated Co3+ sites, sur-
face defects and active oxygen species.

Photo- and photoelectrochemical: The solar energy
conversion capability of ultrathin 2D n-vdW materials have led
to their extensive utilization in the area of photo- and/or photo-
electrochemical catalytic applications as well as in photovoltaics.
Solar powered water splitting, CO2/CO reduction [138–140], and
N2 fixation are some of the key reactions in the evolving sustain-
able energy landscape [141–143]. 2D materials have been used
ubiquitously to catalyze such reactions exploiting their phenom-
enal electronic properties and the tuneable TM chemistry. Zhang
et al. reported ultrathin c-Ga2O3 (non-layered) 2D NSs of
1.25 nm thickness synthesized hydrothermally without any sur-
face directing agents [144]. The ultrathin monolayer NSs, stabi-
lized through surface distortion and OH-terminal passivation,
showed unprecedented activity enhancements towards photo-
catalyzed overall water splitting evolving both H2 and O2. Inter-
estingly, the bulk c-Ga2O3 was found to have negligible activity
for HER and were inactive for OER under similar conditions.
One exemplary case of activity modulation in 2D n-vdW crystals
is that of bismuth vandate (BiVO4), which is a classic photocata-
lyst in its bulk form. However top-down approaches for forma-
tion of ultrathin 2D non-layered materials like BiVO4, present
steep synthetic challenges. Dong et al. undertook the bottom
up colloidal route to form micrometre (1–1.5 lm) wide 2D BiVO4

NSs (3 nm) with highly exposed [010] planes and well distributed
oxygen vacancies (Fig. 11A–F) [145]. The defect-enriched, ori-
ented crystalline NSs exhibited excellent water oxidation rates
producing O2 at �100 lmol/h under visible light irradiation
and a high apparent quantum yield of �26%. When coupled
with suitable hydrogen evolving photocatalyst (Ru-SrTiO3:Rh)
and redox mediator (and Fe3+/Fe2+), the integrated system
showed Z-scheme mediated durable photocatalytic overall water
splitting performance. Wang et al. synthesized silicon NSs by
direct exfoliation of Si powders, the anisotropic lattice structure
of which allowed oriented propagation of cryo-induced quench-
ing cracks, assisted by sonication [146]. The solid-solvent interfa-
cial chemistry was found to control the morphology and
efficiency of exfoliation of the NSs. The ultrathin photo-
responsive Si NSs exhibited co-catalyst free photocatalytic hydro-
gen generation under visible light irradiation. Liu et al. used gra-
dient Ti doping in ultrathin 2D hematite (1.5–6%) to modulate
the photoelectrochemical performance yielding a near to 100%
photocurrent enhancement (1.30 mA/cm2 at 1.23 vs RHE) over
the homogeneously doped hematite electrode [147]. The built-
in electric field resulted in band-bending induced enhancement
in charge-transfer properties, which was confirmed through
detailed electrochemical studies. Lei et al. demonstrated the cor-
relation between vacancies and photocatalytic activity using
ultra-thin In2O3 Porous NSs [148]. They synthesized vacancy-
rich and normal In2O3 nanosheets (5 atomic layers) via
mesoscopic-assembly and rapid-heating strategy of In-oleate
complex. The oxygen vacancy rich In2O3 porous NSs showed
excellent water splitting activity under visible light irradiation
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FIGURE 11

BiVO4 NSs (A) TEM, (B) aberration-corrected HAADF-STEM images of ultrathin 2D BiVO4 NSs. (C) AFM image and the corresponding height profiles of ultrathin
2D BiVO4 NSs, (D) time courses of O2 generation of BiVO4 NSs, BiVO4 NPs, and BiVO4 NSs after annealing at different temperatures in air in AgNO3 aqueous
solution (50 mM (E) calculated DOS of BiVO4 without and with oxygen vacancy on the surface of the (010) plane. The Fermi energy level was adjusted to 0
and is marked as a pink dashed line, (F) charge density distribution at the Fermi level of BiVO4 with oxygen vacancy on the surface of the (010) plane [Ref:
[145]]; Hematene: (G) the thickness and atomic arrangements of hematene in [001] crystallographic plane are illustrated, oxygen (red), iron (yellow) (H) two-
dimensional morphology of hematene- (top) high-magnification bright-field TEM image of a monolayer and bilayer hematene. Scale bar, 50 nm (bottom)
HRSTEM image of hematene in the [001] orientation, position of atoms shown by red (oxygen) and yellow (iron) spheres. Scale bar, 2 nm, (I) schematic
representation of interfacial charge transfer between hematene and TiO2 NTs. Energetic photoelectrons in the conduction band (CB) of hematene get
transferred to the CB of the TiO2 NT while photogenerated holes in the valence band (VB) oxidize water[Ref: [18]].
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with a high photocurrent of 1.73 mA/cm2 which was 2.5 times
higher than the vacancy poor NSs and 15 times than that of bulk
In2O3. Theoretical calculations in combination with experimen-
tal studies revealed that the vacancies led to a new donor level
and increased DOS to decrease the band gap from the UV to
the visible regime. The beneficial effect of anisotropic size con-
finement was also realized in ultra-thin WO3 NSs which could
reduce CO2 to methane (in presence of water) under visible light
irradiation with efficiencies much greater than that of commer-
cial WO3, powder [149]. The enhancement in photocatalytic
reduction activity can be attributed to the change in band gap
of WO3 upon nanostructuring and facile charge transfer from
the 2D surface to the reactants like CO2 and H2O. Balan et al.
demonstrated the photo/photo-electrocatalytic properties of 2D
hematene and FeTiO3 NSs for water splitting applications
[18,38]. They exfoliated ilmenite (mechanical exfoliation in
dimethylformamide) to form a new 2D material, Ilmenene, dis-
playing a [001] orientation and facile charge-transfer between
the Fe-Ti oxidation states. The anisotropic confinement and asso-
ciated band structure was utilized to form a hetero-junction
photo-active system with TiO2 nanotubes capable of efficient
charge separation during solar powered photo-electrocatalytic
H2O splitting. Similarly, liquid-exfoliated a-Fe2O3 from hematite
to form 2D hematene could sensitize the visible-light driven pho-
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tocatalytic activity of titania nanotube arrays through photogen-
erated electron transfer despite an unfavourable band alignment
(Fig. 11G–I) [18].

Chalcogenides of Zn and Cd have been two other promising
candidates that have been widely explored for photo- and photo-
electrochemical reactions in their nanostructured forms. For
example Sun et al. demonstrated that single layer ZnSe NSs has
phenomenal photoelectrochemical performance for water split-
ting exhibiting multifold enhancement in photocurrent
(2.14 mA/cm2 at 0.72 V under the irradiation of 300 W Xe lamp)
over few layers NSs, bulk counterpart as well as 3–4 nm ZnSe QDs
[150]. Similarly, Xu et al. used the mechanical exfoliation
method to produce ultra-thin 4 nm-thick CdS NSs exhibiting
high photocatalytic activity for hydrogen generation [151]. The
CdS NSs produced H2 at an excellent and durable (negligible
degradation till 12 hr operation) rate of 41.1 mmol/h/g which
was remarkably higher than other structural analogues of NS
based assemblies, hybrid CdS-DETA NSs and CdS NPs. CdS NSs
exhibited an apparent quantum efficiency of 1.38% at 420 nm
which could be further enhanced up to 9.62% by minute loading
(1 wt%) of PbS NPs on the CdS NSs.

Energy storage applications
Supercapacitors: Supercapacitors are highly sought after
power storage devices that complements the battery technology
with its high power density, excellent modularity, fast charging
capability and long lifetime [152]. 2D oxides and hydroxides
have been particularly attractive for supercapacitor applications
owing to their ultra-high surface area, TM chemistry and high
surface atom reactivity [10,153,154], dangling bonds and pseu-
docapacitive charge storage ability [15]. For example, Gao et al.
studied single layer b-Co(OH)2 NSs for supercapacitor applica-
tions which exhibited ultrahigh energy density and excellent
specific capacitance (2028 F/g), surpassing that of 7-nm-NSs
(998 F/g) and bulk b-Co(OH)2 electrodes (525 F/g), Fig. 12A
[155]. The superior specific capacitance resulted from the high
surface area enriched with the hydrogen-exposed 2D surfaces.
The authors further fabricated an all-solid-state asymmetric
supercapacitor with N-doped graphene as the anode that exhib-
ited commendable device level specific capacitance at high cur-
rent loading (�220 F/g @ 20 A/g). The device exhibited a power
density enhancement from 0.9 kW/kg (@1 A/g) to �18 kW/kg
(@20 A/g) with increasing current density and a durable perfor-
mance which retained 93.2% capacitance after 10 K cycles at
20 mV/s. Zhu et al. studied the supercapacitor performance of
ultrathin NiO NSs, which exhibited high specific capacitance
(2236 F/g at 0.5 A/g), with good rate capability and excellent cyc-
lic stability (99.1% retention after 2 K cycles) [156]. However, a-
Ni(OH)2 NSs still exhibited better supercapacitor performance
over NiO NSs, Fig. 12B. Xia et al. demonstrated a microsuperca-
pacitor based on ultrathin 2D MoO2 NSs which exhibited an aer-
ial capacitance of 63.1 mF/cm2 at 0.1 mA/cm2, decent rate
capability and good cyclic stability (86% retention after 10 K
cycles) [157].

Lithium- and Sodium ion Batteries (LIBs & SIBs):
Complementing the library of well-explored conventional 2D
materials, ultra-thin non-layered n-vdW materials presents a
new and exciting horizon in the area of energy storage, particu-
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larly as anode/cathode materials in LIBs due to their high
expected theoretical capacity. A plethora of n-vdW oxide NSs,
synthesized through innovative synthetic routes have been stud-
ied for alkali metal ion battery studies with promising outcomes.
The most widely studied systems include oxides of vanadium
(V2O5), cobalt (Co3O4), tin (SnO2), manganese (MnO2), iron
(Fe2O3), nickel (NiO), molybdenum (MoO2) etc. [10,153,159].
For example, inexpensive anhydrous V2O5 is known to be a good
cathode material for LIBs with a high theoretical capacity of 300
mAh/g [160], while that for V2O5.nH2O is above 550 mAh/g
[161]. Etman et al. undertook a green and interesting one-step
water mediated exfoliation strategy to produce V2O5

. 0.55H2O
NSs with a V(V)/V(IV) ratio of 4:1 [161]. The infused water mole-
cules into the VO2 crystals help break the interlayer covalent
bonding enabling the exfoliation of NSs. The ultra-thin NSs-
CNT paper free standing electrodes exhibited a high gravimetric
capacity of 480–280 mAh/g under cycling at 10–200 mA/g cur-
rent density. It has been lately realized that non-layered materials
with anisotropic bonding arrangements can be exfoliated to
form 2D NSs. Kaur et al. produced surface passivated (density:
14x1018 groups/m2) 2D-platelets of FeS2 via the liquid exfoliation
route, exhibiting bulk FeS2 crystal structure with an aspect ratio
of �5 [158]. The dispersible platelets, which could be liquid pro-
cessed and size-selected, exhibited exciting LIB anode perfor-
mance with capacities near to 1000 mAh/g, Fig. 11C. Xia et al.
performed a combined experimental and theoretical study on
2D atomic MoO2 (nonlayered) NSs for Li-ion storage [157]. The
high quality 2D MoO2 NSs, synthesized by monomer-assisted
reduction process, exhibited excellent reversible capacity (1516
mAh/g @100 mA/g after 100 C & 489 mAh/g @ 1000 mA/g after
1050 C) as LIB anode, Fig. 12D. Contrary to the usual
(intercalation-conversion) mechanism, the authors found that
the Li-ion storage in the 2D MoO2 NSs proceeded through an
intercalation reaction followed by Li-metal phase formation.
Wang et al. synthesized a series of 2D NSs of nonlayered oxide,
metal carbon composites etc. in mass production scale, through
a rapid gel-blowing technique, that combines the advantages of
both liquid and gas-phase synthetic processes [28]. The highly
uniform nanometer-thick microscale NSs exhibited excellent
performance towards alkali-ion batteries.

As mentioned earlier, in addition to LIBS many of the oxide
based 2D NSs have been studied as electrode materials for SIBs
as well, owing to the similarity in battery chemistry across these
metal ions [162]. However, larger ionic-radii of sodium presents
critical challenges like limited rate capability, low Na-storage
reversibility etc., which needs to be addressed to achieve desired
SIB performances. 2D oxides nanosheets like V2O5, SnO2, CuO,
Co3O4, MnO2, and a-Fe2O3 have been explored for SIB applica-
tions. Synthetic techniques like gel-blowing exfoliation,
intercalation-assisted exfoliation, supercritical CO2-assisted exfo-
liation, etc., have substantially broadened the horizon for pro-
ducing and synthesizing new 2D n-vdW materials for energy
storage applications particularly for alkali metal-ion batteries.
One approach to address the rate capability and cycle life issues
in SIBs is to move towards capacitive storage with Na+ residing
on surfaces/interfacial active sites, instead of deeper bulk interca-
lation inside the lattices. To this end, Dou et al. have grown
atomic 2D Co3O4 NSs on stainless steel mesh as an anode for
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FIGURE 12

2D n-vdW materials for energy storage. (A) Schematic illustration of the hydrogen adsorption/desorption process in the single-layer b-Co(OH)2 electrode and
their galvanostatic charge–discharge curves at different current densities and the corresponding calculated specific capacitances of the single-layer b-Co
(OH)2 all-solid-state asymmetric supercapacitor [155]. (B) Schematic illustrating synthesis of NiO nanosheets (Schematic structure model of a-Ni(OH)2 single
layer along c axis.) and average specific capacitance versus cycle number, the inset shows the galvanostatic charge–discharge curves at current density of 4 A
g�1 [156]. (C) Size and thickness of 2D-FeS2 platelets derived from their bulk counter parts and the performance (at different charging/discharging currents)
of composites of FeS2 nanoplatelet/SWCNT (20 wt %) as lithium ion battery anodes [158]. (D) HRTEM images of ultrathin 2D MoO2/PPy (2D-MoO2) and
quantitative analysis shows the contribution of diffusion-controlled charge storage as a function of potential. The stable Li-intercalated structure of
monolayer 2D-MoO2, and Li diffusion pathway along the 2D-MoO2 surface is depicted in the inset. The cyclic voltammogram of an ultrathin 2D-MoO2-based
MSCs is also provided and the data indicate that the capacitive charge storage for ultrathin 2D-MoO2 is much larger than its unexfoliated analogues [15].
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SIBs, which showed high average capacity, excellent rate capabil-
ity and good cyclic stability [163]. The superior performance of
this anode material, ascribed to the atomic thickness of NSs
and direct-growth mediated enhanced surface pseudo-
capacitance & interfacial Cdl, surpassed most Co3O4 based nanos-
tructures and anode materials reported for SIB.
Similarly, Fan et al. utilized hydrothermal method to prepare
CuO nanosheets that delivered a reversible capacity of
627.2 mAhg�1 at 50 mAg�1 and retained 73.4% of its initial
capacity after 100 cycles at a high current density of 2000 mAg�1.
Using CMC binder instead of PVDF also found to improve the
cycling performances of SIBs [164]. Other class of materials that
183
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are capable of taking Na and thinned to 2D crystals (iron, tin,
cobalt, nickel, molybdenum, etc.) and have high electrical con-
ductivity over metal oxides are metal sulfides. Metal sulfides also
possess weaker M–S bond than M–O bond which increases the
kinetics of conversion reaction leading to higher initial columbic
efficiency, improved reversibility and low volume expansion.
The mechanism of Na intake by the sulfides really depends upon
the transition metal according to which it can either be conver-
sion, conversion/insertion or conversion/alloying reactions
[165,166].
Optoelectronic applications
Owing to their superior optoelectronic properties, non-layered
2D crystals have emerged with a myriad intriguing attributes in
the realm of photonic and optoelectronic device applications
[6,12]. These materials possess enhanced surface-carrier mobility,
which can be of great benefit for optoelectronic applications.
Due to the wide range of bandgaps, spanning from 0.31 eV to
�3 eV, they can be used in monitoring ultraviolet (UV) indexing
FIGURE 13

Nonlayered 2D materials for optoelectronic applications. (A) Schematic diagram o
shown in (A) for rise time and fall time in a quick scan mode [3]; (C) I–V curves of
Schematic diagram of an out-of-plane 2D graphene/In2S3 photodetector [Ref:
shown in (D) at various illumination wavelengths with Vg = 0 V [Ref: [12]]; (F
wavelengths with Vg = 60 V [Ref: [12]]; (G) schematic illustration of the Au/Cu2S/C
device shown in (G) [Ref: [15]]; (I) energy band diagram of the device shown in
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to detecting near (NIR) and mid (MIR) infrared signals [167,168].
Besides, a number of these crystals are intrinsic p-type semicon-
ductors, which, in conjunction with common n-type 2D materi-
als, can be exploited to construct high-performance p-n junctions
[169]. Thus far, researchers have intelligently developed copious
ways to fabricate thin layers of these materials, by overcoming
the intrinsic difficulties, stemming from isotropic covalent bond-
ing in their bulk form and discovered their tantalizing optoelec-
tronic performance, opening up vast opportunities for designing
next-generation photodetectors and photovoltaics.

As the key components in optoelectronic industries, photode-
tectors with high responsivity and detectivity have been specifi-
cally demanded for advanced applications such as intelligent
health monitoring systems and machine vision [170,171]. In
recent years, the emerging non-layered 2D materials combine
the intriguing properties of their bulks and the superiority of
2D geometry, showing great potential for photo-detection.
Experimentally synthesized non-layered 2D materials having
wide-band gap are particularly attractive for UV light detection.
f CuBr-based photodetector [3]; (B) photoresponse time curve for the device
the device shown in (A) under dark and different wavelength irradiation3. (D)
[12]]; (E) responsivity and external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the device
) responsivity and EQE of the device shown in (D) at various illumination
dS/In p–n junction solar cell [Ref: [15]]; (H) photovoltaic characteristics of the
(G) [Ref: [15]].
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Gong et al. [167] synthesized ultrathin 2D non-layered CuBr
nanosheets with a thickness of about 0.91 nm and an edge size
of 45 mm via a controllable self-confined CVD method and sys-
tematically studied their optoelectronic behaviour. The high-
quality 2D CuBr flakes with a bandgap of �3 eV, possess abun-
dant excitonic states and show novel nonlinear optical phenom-
ena including two-photon excitation, fluorescence and
polarization-enhanced second harmonic generation. UV-
photodetectors based on the as-synthesized 2D CuBr flakes,
shown in Fig. 13A, exhibit a high photo-responsivity of 3.17 A
W�1, an external quantum efficiency of 1126%, and a detectivity
of 1.4 � 1011 Jones, while displaying a fast rise time of 32 ms and
a decay time of 48 ms (Fig. 13B). Furthermore, the device demon-
strated very low dark current of 0.64 pA at 10 V of source-drain
voltage. A nonzero open-circuit voltage (Voc) and a short-circuit
current (Isc) observed in the I–V curve (Fig. 13C) is representative
of a self-driven light-response process in the device. Moderate
bandgap (�1.55 eV), ultrathin (4.8 nm) single-crystalline CdTe
nanosheets, having uniform thickness as well as large lateral
dimensions (several microns) were synthesized by Cheng et al.
[172] via vdWs epitaxy. Note that these moderate bandgap mate-
rials are mostly suitable for visible photodetection. The fabricated
ultrathin CdTe Vis photodetector shows not only ultralow dark
current (�100 fA) at 1 V, but also high compatibility with flexible
substrates and traditional micro-fabrication techniques, indicat-
ing its significant potential in the applications of optoelectronic
devices. Furthermore, the device showed a maximal responsivity
of 0.6 mA W�1 and maximal specific detectivity of 1.02 � 109

Jones at room temperature, while demonstrating a highly-
stable and reversible photo-switching behavior between on/off
states and ultra-fast photo-response speed (srising = 18.4 ms, sde-
cay = 14.7 ms). Using self-limited epitaxial growth technique,
Jin et al. [173] artificially controlled the growth kinetics of 2D
non-layered CdS crystal, which yielded high-quality single-
crystalline wurtzite CdS flakes (as thin as 6 nm) on mica substrate
with a large domain size (>40 mm), revealing an anisotropic ratio
up to 6 � 103. The visible photodetector designed on CdS (band-
gap �2.55 eV) flake demonstrates a high photo-switching ratio
(up to 103), a high detectivity (� 2.71 � 109 Jones), and fast
photo-response speed (srising = 14 ms, sdecay = 8 ms). Finally,
advances in non-layered 2D material research enabled the real-
ization of small bandgap materials, such as- PbS and 2D Te,
which are suitable for photodetection in the IR range. Wen
et al. [168] reported vdWs epitaxial growth of ultra-thin 2D PbS
nanoplates (bandgap �0.4 eV) with thickness ranging from 5
to 35 nm. The PbS nanoplates are single crystalline with cubic
symmetry and display superior IR response with photoresponsiv-
ity, detectivity, switching time, and photogain values as high as
1621 A W�1, 1.72 � 1011 Jones, 0.3 s, and 2512 respectively.
Some of the non-layered 2D materials have also been exploited
for broadband photodetection application and have shown great
promise. Leveraging the moderate direct-band-gap structure
(1.1 eV) of thin (7.5–20 nm) CuInSe2 film, Liu et al. [174] devel-
oped a UV–vis photodetector with an effective wavelength range
of 254–700 nm. The photoresponsivity and detectivity of 2D
CuInSe2 photodetectors were calculated as 1900 A W�1 and
7 � 1011 Jones under 700 nm light illumination, respectively.
One benefit of this copper-based chalcogenide compound for
optoelectronic device application is that it provides an alterna-
tive to the previously mentioned Cd and Pb based compounds,
which are plagued with inherent toxicity.

Combining the benefits of more than one material, hetero-
junctions provide a new approach to realize non-layered 2D
material based high-performance photodetectors. Different
arrangement or stacking of the 2D layers can result in the forma-
tion of in-plane or out-of-plane heterojunctions each having
unique optoelectronic performance. Wang et al. [175] utilized
vapor epitaxy to realize a layered-non-layered 2D material (PbS
nanoplates-graphene) junction, which showed a fast photo-
response (srising = 24 ms and sdecay = 59 ms) and an ultra-high
photoconductive gain (�108). The strong covalent interaction
of PbS nanoplates with graphene edge accelerates the carrier
transmission and thus results in fast response and ultra-high
gain. Remarkably, the epitaxial PbS nanoplates-graphene
heterostucture shows highly tunable photo-responsivity from 0
to 2.5 � 106 A W�1 by controlling back gate voltage. Stacking a
n-type non-layered material with other p-type 2D materials can
produce an atomically sharp interface with vdWs interaction,
which may lead to high performance optoelectronics. Lu et al.
[176] fabricated an out-of-plane heterostructure (Fig. 13D) com-
posed of p-type In2S3 and graphene via the dry transfer method.
The responsivity of a photodetector based on the graphene/In2S3
heterostructure under the illumination of visible wavelengths
was measured at gate voltages of 0 and 60 V, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 13E and F. It was observed that the device was most
sensitive to blue light (405 nm), followed by green light (532 nm)
and red light (635 nm). Interestingly, due to efficient carrier sep-
aration at the interface induced by the built-in potential, the
photo-response of the device can be modulated by gate voltage.
Specifically, at zero gate voltage, the responsivity of 795 A/W and
an external quantum efficiency of 2440% recorded under the
illumination of 405 nm light, can be increased to 8570 A/W
and 26 200% with a positive gate voltage of 60 V.

Rapid mastery of 2Dmaterial growth techniques have enabled
the formation of sophisticated junctions as well, for example,
non-layered 2D homojunction and 2D/3D heterojunctions,
which hold great promise for photodetection applications. Jin
et al. [177], for the first time, fabricated nonlayered CdSe homo-
junction flakes with a wurzite-zinc blende (WZ-ZB) structure via
self-limited growth. Notably, the WZ-ZB homojunction CdSe
flake-based photodetector exhibits an excellent photodetection
performance combining a high photo-switching ratio
(3.4 � 105) of the WZ structure and a high photoresponsivity
(3.7 � 103 A W�1) of the ZB structure. Furthermore, time-
resolved photo-response current–time (I–T) curves of WZ-ZB
homojunction demonstrate excellent cycling stability and fast
rising and decay time rates for the devices. Lu et al. [169] reported
the development of an ultra-sensitive 2D/3D heterojunction
photodetector by integrating n-type In2S3 on p-type Si. The
device exhibits distinguished photoresponse characteristics such
as a wide photoresponse range of 400–1100 nm, an excellent
responsivity of 579.6 A W�1, an ultrafast response speed (srise = 9-
ms and sdecay = 131 ls), a high detectivity of 2 � 1011 Jones and
robust environmental stability (negligible performance degrada-
tion even after 1050 cycles of operation or 6 months of exposure
to air). Such broadband sensitivity observed in the device is due
185
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to the strong light–matter interactions of In2S3 and the built-in
potential at the In2S3/Si interface, which accelerates the separa-
tion of photoexcited electron–hole pairs. The same group, in
their follow-up work [178], developed another ultra-sensitive
photodetector, but this time, integrating the 2D In2S3 layer on
Si nanopillar array. The photodetector presents a high responsiv-
ity of 4812 A W�1 and short rise/decay time of 5.2/4.0 ms at the
wavelength of 405 nm. Especially, a high light on–off ratio
greater than 106 and a record-high detectivity of 5.4 � 1015 Jones
are achieved, representing one of the most sensitive photodetec-
tors based on 2D materials. The high-performance device is ben-
efitted from two mechanisms: (1) high-refractive index of Si
nanopillars act as Fabry–Pérot-enhanced Mie resonators that
can effectively control and enhance the light absorption of 2D
In2S3 and (2) a vertical built-in electric field is introduced in
the In2S3 channel to capture photogenerated holes and leave
electrons recycling in In2S3, obtaining a high photogain.

Other than photodetectors, non-layered 2D materials have
also been studied for tailoring photovoltaic devices, which con-
verts photon energy to electricity. However, compared to pho-
todetectors, minute research efforts have been invested in this
sector. This is mostly due to the difficulty in (1) constructing
non-layered 2D material based vertical heterojunctions, (2) pro-
ducing large scale ultra-thin non-layered crystals and (3) optimiz-
ing the thickness of the film. Nevertheless, Zhan et al. [179]
developed a cation exchange protocol to achieve vertical Cu2S/
CdS heterojunctions, shown in Fig. 13G. An Au/Cu2S/CdS/In
device was fabricated to evaluate the photovoltaic performance
of the heterojunction. The ultra-thin thickness (30 nm) of the
heterojunction was crucial, in this case, since it facilitated quick
separation of the photogenerated carriers, followed by collection
under the electric field of the junction region (Fig. 13H). This
proved to have positively impacted the photoelectric conversion
efficiency (PCE). Notably, as seen in Fig. 13I, the CdS/Cu2S pho-
tovoltaic cell exhibits an Voc of 0.17 V and a Isc of 2.3nA, yielding
a PCE of 2.1%. Zhang et al. [180] developed a non-layered 2D
material (MoO3/MoS2) heterojunction photovoltaic device, in
which MoO3 and MoS2 layer served as the p-type and n-type
regions, respectively and the device achieved a PCE of 3.5%.
Another strong photovoltaic effect observed was that the Isc
and Voc of the device increased as the wavelength of the incident
light increased and achieved maximum values of 12 nA and
>0.1 V, respectively at the wavelength of around 660 nm.
Although in an ideal photovoltaic cell, the Isc and Voc relate with
the incident photo power linearly and logarithmically, respec-
tively, in this work, both had a linear relationship with incident
power. The deviation was attributed to the dominant Shockley
Read Hall (SRH) recombination of carriers. Hung-Chieh Cheng
et al. [181] fabricated 2D layered/nonlayered (graphene/CH3-
NH3PbI3) heterostructures and observed gate voltage tunable
PV effects which were attributed to the different Schottky barri-
ers formed at the bottom graphene/CH3NH3PbI3 and up gra-
phene/CH3NH3PbI3 interfaces. In addition, a p-type conduction
behavior was observed for the CH3NH3PbI3 flakes, based on
which the p-n/p-p heterostructure with WSe2 were constructed.
This was achieved due to the modulation of carrier type in
WSe2 (p-type to n-type) by increasing the gate voltage. Thus,
186
the heterostructure device exhibited a gate tunable photovoltaic
effect with a maximum Voc of about 200 meV.

Overall, non-layered 2D materials have achieved compelling
performance as competitive building blocks toward next-
generation optoelectronics, specifically photodetectors. How-
ever, for further development, there are still several issues, that
need to be addressed. For example, due to the dangling bonds
on the surface of these materials, interfacial distortion and
defects are generated, which may lead to scattering effects for
the carriers, ultimately affecting the optoelectronic performance
of the device. Therefore, efficient surface passivation [182] of
these materials needs to be explored for realizing high-
performance devices. For industrial application, the lateral sizes
of the ultra-thin films need to be further improved, although sev-
eral microns have already been achieved. More research needs to
be invested in achieving rigorous control on the thickness of the
film. Specifically, for photovoltaics, thinner films will allow the
photogenerated carriers to be promptly and thus more efficiently
separated and collected, leading to higher PCE. For significantly
improving the device performance, smart strategies, e.g. strain
engineering can be pursued. Devices made of layered 2D materi-
als have been already strain engineered to obtain high perfor-
mance photodetectors [183]. The same can be applied to non-
layered 2D materials as well [184]. Furthermore, theoretical
investigation has already shown that strain can act as an addi-
tional control knob for tuning the band structure of these mate-
rials [81]. Therefore, it is only a matter of time, the optical
properties of these materials will be experimentally tailored via
mechanical straining and exploited for sophisticated device fab-
rication. We envisage that this class of material together with
other members of the 2D family will revolutionize the field of
optoelectronics soon.
Mechanics and tribological characteristics of non-van der
Waals 2D materials
Mechanics of non-van der Waals 2D materials
Ever since the ultrahigh strength and stiffness of monolayer gra-
phene was reported by Lee et al., [185] 2D materials have
received substantial recognition for their mechanical properties
for many applications including flexible and stretchable elec-
tronics, mechanical reinforcements, and biocompatible sensors
[186]. Similarly, several different non-van der Waals 2D materials
have been investigated for their exceptional mechanical proper-
ties and offer distinct advantages as compared to van der Waals
2D materials.

The highest stiffness reported for non-vdW 2D materials is by
Zavabeti et al. [187] who synthesized 1.2 nm thick monolayers of
boehmite (c-AlOOH) using chemical exfoliation. The Young’s
modulus is determined using atomic force microscopy (AFM)
stiffness mapping as Ec-AlOOH = 495.7 GPa which makes it one
of the highest measured 2D material Young’s modulus, below
graphene (�1 TPa) and hexagonal boron nitride (�800 GPa),
and is nearly double that of TMDs such as MoS2 (�270 GPa). This
exceptionally high stiffness makes boehmite noteworthy
enabling it to be employed for mechanical loading applications
such as a freestanding membrane filter for the separation of
metal ions from oil at extremely high flux [187]. Similarly, many
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other high 2D Young’s modulus non-vdW 2D materials have
been predicted by DFT calculations. Most notably, 2H-WO2

and 2H-MoO2 were calculated to exhibit E2D WO2 = 289.6 N/m
(E3D ffi 510 GPa) and E2D MoO2 = 253.7 N/m (E3D ffi 450 GPa)
which would place them in this distinct class of high-stiffness
2D materials if successfully synthesized [188]. Similarly, WB2

and NbB2 are predicted to exhibit high 2D Young’s moduli of
E2D WB2 = 218 N/m and E2D NbB2 = 195 N/m [189]. However,
WB2 and NbB2 show significant mechanical anisotropy, where
the high predicted Young’s modulus is specific to the y direction
while the corresponding moduli in the x direction are E2D
WB2 = 136 N/m and E2D NbB2 = 117 N/m. This allows their
mechanical properties to be tuned based on the orientation
allowing greater flexibility in the mechanical design.

In the same fashion, contrary to vdW materials which are
almost exclusively exfoliated along the (001) plane, non-vdW
materials can exhibit multiple cleavage or synthesis planes for
the same material which in turn influences the mechanical prop-
erties of the 2D material. Zheng et al. [190,191] synthesized b-
Ga2O3 through mechanical cleavage generating [010]
nanosheets and low-pressure CVD producing (100) nanosheets
as seen in Fig. 14A. The associated Young’s modulus was deter-
mined by laser optical interferometry and differed as E(100) =
FIGURE 14

(A) b-Ga2O3 nanosheets produced by mechanical exfoliation exhibiting the [010
elastic modulus and (E) UTS as a function of CrB2 loading [197], (F) topography m
image and (I) SEM image of the friction track after CuO suspended rapeseed o
261.4 ± 20.6 GPa and E[010] = 245.8 ± 9.2 GPa. Both of these
modulus values are greater than the bulk value of E = 232
GPa for Ga2O3 indicating a stiffening effect upon confinement
to nanometer dimensions akin to other 2D materials. This
effect can also produce significant variability within a sample
as polycrystalline non-vdW 2D materials can have multiple
interfacing lattice parameters. a-Cr2O3 nanosheets demon-
strated internal stresses dependent on the lattice index where

the (11�20) surfaces show a compressive �0.5% internal strain
while the (0006) surfaces show a +1% tensile internal strain
[192]. Additionally, as non-vdW 2D materials can assume sev-
eral crystal structures, this can also influence the mechanical
properties. Monolayer SiP2 and SiAs2 were evaluated using
DFT calculations in their tetragonal and orthorhombic forms
and found that the Young’s modulus and ultimate tensile
strength (UTS) differed by as much as a factor of 2 [193]. For
example, for orthorhombic SiP2, E2D = 128 N/m and
UTS2D = 14.5 N/m while for tetragonal SiP2, E2D = 67.9 N/m
and UTS2D = 9.6 N/m. Compared to vdW materials, which
are typically synthesized in exclusively planar (001) configura-
tions, this adds significant variability in the mechanical proper-
ties of non-vdW 2D materials allowing greater mechanical
design freedom from the same chemistries.
] direction [191], (B) CrB2 nanosheets, (C) 0.27% CrB2 in PVA composite, (D)
ap and (G) friction map of 2D magnetene (Fe3O4) on SiO2 [198], (H) optical

il lubrication [204].
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The exceptional mechanical properties of non-vdW 2D mate-
rials also enables the exploitation of other intrinsic material
properties such as those for electronics applications. For exam-
ple, high yield strain is integral to flexible electronics requiring
mechanical stability while maintaining electrical properties as
designed. Bilayer mica, an insulator with a wide bandgap of
7.85 eV, was prepared by mechanical exfoliation and demon-
strated a yield strain up to e = 5% and yield stress of up to
r = 9 GPa by AFM deflection [194]. In comparison to SiO2, the
most commonly used wide bandgap insulator for electronics
applications, this represents a two-order of magnitude increase
in flexibility for mica therefore enabling it to withstand the typ-
ical rigors of flexible electronics. The bilayer mica also exhibits a
Young’s modulus of E = 202 ± 22 GPa [194] which makes it com-
parable to other 2D material insulators such as hexagonal boron
nitride and graphene oxide but with a substantially larger band-
gap. Additionally, heterojunctions exploit the difference in
material properties at the junction but require similar mechani-
cal properties to avoid interfacial failure. 2D MoO3 nanoflakes
were produced by ultrasonication and found to exhibit a similar
Young’s modulus as compared to MoS2 (EMoO3 = 176.3 ± 4.1
GPa and EMoS2 = 193.5 ± 4.6 GPa [195]) making them mechan-
ically compatible for heterostructures. However, MoO3 exhibits a
wider bandgap of 3.2 eV and is a p-type semiconductor while
MoS2 exhibits a bandgap of 1.3 eV and is an n-type semiconduc-
tor. The two materials can therefore be effectively stacked
together to form vertical p-n type heterojunctions for photode-
tection and photovoltaic device design [196].

One of the most common macroscopic applications of 2D
materials is their dispersion in polymer nanocomposites as high
strength and stiffness reinforcements. Non-vdW 2D materials
have been similarly employed for this application but present
two distinct benefits compared to vdW materials. First, cleavage
of non-vdW bonds results in dangling bonds and high surface
reactivity [64]. This in turn results in greater polymer-
reinforcement bonding and therefore greater stress transfer from
the weaker and softer polymer into the stiffer and stronger rein-
forcement [197]. Second, due to the nature of stronger bonding
in the (001) plane rather than vdW bonds which can easily slide
past each other, the shear modulus of non-vdW materials can be
more than an order of magnitude higher than vdWmaterials (e.g.
C44 Graphene = 4.5–5 GPa, C44 Fe3O4 = 55–63 GPa) [198]. As rein-
forcing particles are often randomly oriented and therefore expe-
rience shear forces during loading, non-vdW materials provide
significantly greater enhancement for the nanocomposite
[199]. Yousaf et al. [197] noted this phenomena for CrB2 rein-
forced polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) wherein the relative enhance-
ment per loading volume of the Young’s modulus and UTS was
nearly double that of the enhancement provided by graphene
or boron nitride as seen in Fig. 14C–E. Several different examples
of non-vdW reinforcement of polymers have been reported
including Fe2O3 [199,200], ZrO2 [201], Al2O3 [202], and AlOOH
[203] all of which show significant enhancement of the mechan-
ical properties by as much as 115% at loading below 4%. Overall,
the mechanical enhancement provided by non-vdW materials
for a wide variety of uses including pure mechanics, electronics,
and reinforcements offer significant unique benefits that require
further exploration and exploitation.
188
Tribological characteristics of non-van der Waals materials
The tribology (friction and wear) properties of 2D materials are
another avenue in which they provide significant benefits as
compared to conventional macroscopic materials. In particular,
graphene was found to exhibit superlubricity with near-zero fric-
tion forces under ideal conditions which is attributed to its van
der Waals bonding [205]. However, recently Serles et al. [198]
performed AFM friction testing on magnetene (Fe3O4), a non-
vdW 2D material, as shown in Fig. 14E and G and found it to
exhibit statistically similar friction to graphene and MoS2. It
was discerned that while magnetene does not exhibit the van
der Waals interlayer coupling that enable graphene and other
2D materials to have this low friction, it exhibits a distinct lattice
structure, surface chemistry, and phonon modes as compared to
its 3D counterpart magnetite. These unique signatures unlocked
by exfoliation enable the low friction of this 2Dmaterial while its
complementary 3D form shows much higher friction. Similarly,
silicene nanosheets of approximately 4 nm thickness were mea-
sured to exhibit friction forces 1–2 orders of magnitude lower
than their bulk silicon counterpart [206]. This was attributed to
the low oxygen content, atomically smooth surface, and high
surface atom mobility in silicene. Interestingly, similar to the
mechanical properties of non-vdW 2D materials, the friction
was noted to be dependent on the crystallinity of the silicene
with amorphous silicene exhibiting up to an order of magnitude
lower friction than crystalline silicene. Similarly, dodecagonal sil-
icene was predicted by DFT calculations to exhibit a 40% reduc-
tion in friction force compared to honeycomb silicone [207]
which further highlights the variability which non-vdW 2D
materials can exhibit in their mechanical properties due to
structure.

One of the major distinctions and advantages of non-vdW 2D
materials is that they, by definition, do not rely on interlayer
coupling to achieve their tribological properties. This means that
while vdW 2Dmaterials show increasing friction as the thickness
is reduced [208], non-vdW materials do not exhibit this layer
dependence. This was demonstrated by Kim et al. [209] with a-
MoO3 nanosheets that showed consistent friction for 2L, 3L,
4L, and 7L thick MoO3 measured by AFM friction testing. This
unique attribute means that the 2D material provides consistent
lubrication irrelevant of its thickness which eliminates this
design sensitivity. Another major advantage of non-vdW 2D
materials is that their stronger interatomic bonding increases
the damage threshold of the material allowing them to be used
as wear resistance materials and additives. TiB2 nanosheets were
added to an amorphous MoS2 composite to produce a material
with simultaneous low friction and wear rates [210]. The addi-
tion of TiB2 nanosheets in near equal composition was found
to exhibit a three-order of magnitude decrease in wear rate com-
pared to the pure MoS2 which led to a maximum wear depth of
only 309 nm after 50,000 cycles at moderate loads.

The most common method for using nanomaterial lubricants
for macroscopic applications is to disperse the nanomaterials
within a lubricating fluid. This leads to the trapping of nanopar-
ticles between rubbing surfaces which can have several effects
such as: the movement of particles between surfaces which
reduces the contact area and accommodates velocity differences,
and the deposition of particles onto the surfaces which smooths
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the roughness and forms a lubricating film. Many non-vdW 2D
materials have been employed as additives for lubricating fluids
including Y2O3 [211] and a-ZrP [212,213] nanoplatelets in min-
eral oil, CuO nanosheets in sunflower oil [204], and LaBO3

nanosheets in rapeseed oil [214] which exhibit reduction in the
friction coefficient and wear rates by as much as 65% and 90%,
respectively. Interestingly, Salah et al. [204] found the CuO
nanosheet-enhanced sunflower oil to exhibit a lower friction
coefficient than oils modified by graphene, single-walled, or
multi-walled carbon nanotubes. The optimal tribological proper-
ties were obtained for 0.05% CuO which was noted to be a high
enough concentration for full coverage of the surface as seen in
Fig. 14H and I but without particle agglomeration which would
disrupt the uniformity of the contact.

Much like traditional 2D materials, non-vdW materials offer
significant enhancements in mechanical and tribological proper-
ties as compared to bulk materials. This has been demonstrated
for an enormous variety of materials which suggests that the
FIGURE 15

(A) Synthesis of c-Al2O3 nanosheets [Ref: [215]]. (B) Use of gallenene as contacts
[Ref: [223]]. (E–J) Characterization of fluorinated InSe. (E) Optical microscope ima
fluorination. Scale bars, 7 lm. (F) An AFM image of the area marked with the red
dashed line. (G and H) Photographs of bulk InSe before and after the fluorination
pristine InSe and fluorinated InSe, respectively. Scale bars, 5 lm.
choice of material can be tailored for the performance require-
ments and the chemical properties for any given application.
However, compared to the vast number of non-vdW 2D materi-
als which have been synthesized, the characterization of
mechanical and tribological properties remains limited which
marks an exciting opportunity for both fundamental and applied
investigations in the years to come.

Miscellaneous applications
As discussed in the previous sections, n-vdW 2D materials have
immense potential in a multitude of applications ranging from
magnetism, energy conversion and storage to photodetectors.
The large-surface-to-bulk ratio and the resultant quantum con-
finement effect, these materials show a unique set of physical
and chemical properties which has resulted in several other
applications besides the conventional ones. Such applications
are primarily dependent on the synthetic technique that is
employed for the fabrication of the materials. For example, c-
over MoS2 [Ref: [216]]. CrCl3.6H2O sample (C) before and (D) after annealing
ges of InSe flakes on quartz substrate before (top left) and after (top right)
rectangle in Fig. 14E. Scale bar, 5 lm. White curve: height profile along the
, respectively. Scale bars, 1 mm. (I and J) Cross-sectional SEM images of bulk
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Al2O3, that is relevant industrially owing to its high adsorption
capacity, catalytic activity and thermal stability, can be synthe-
sized in the form of 2D nanosheets using a bottom-up technique
[215]. In this method, graphene oxide (GO) has been used as a
2D template to guide the growth of Al2O3, so that it can duplicate
the shape of GO. This was done using a multi-step process
involving the deposition of Al hydroxide on GO sheets using a
homogeneous deposition method. Following this, the composite
material is calcined at 800 �C, during which the GO is removed,
and the hydroxide is converted to 2D Al2O3 sheets, Fig. 15A. The
excellent dispersibility of GO in water and the presence of several
oxygen containing functionalities which helps in attaching inor-
ganic groups, makes it as much superior 2D template over other
traditional ones. This method resulted in the formation of uni-
form curved 2D Al2O3 nanosheets with lateral sizes of tens of
micrometers and a thickness of �4 nm. The non-porous structure
and the large exterior surface of the nanosheets led to a very fast
adsorption kinetics following a pseudo fast order path towards
fluoride ions, which exceeds the bulk Al2O3. The adsorption data
fits the Langmuir isotherm with a monolayer adsorption on a
homogenous surface with a saturated adsorption capacity of
41.3 mg g�1 at 298 K. Employing similar template assisted strat-
egy, Yang Su et al. demonstrated that the electrochemical depo-
sition of palladium (Pd) between graphene oxide (GO) sheets
result in the self-limiting growth of 5-nm-thick Pd nanosheets
[184]. They found that self-limiting growth is found to be a con-
sequence of the strong interaction of Pd with the confining GO
sheets. Furthermore, they employed liquid exfoliation of the
resulting Pd-GO laminates to isolate Pd nanosheets which were
found to have high efficiency in continuous flow catalysis and
electrocatalysis.

Similarly, the conventional deposition techniques for Ga
restricts the selection of substrates, thereby limiting its use in
different applications. However, the use of an exfoliation tech-
nique of the surface solid layers from molten Ga leads to the
formation of atomically thin 2D layers of gallenene [216].
DFT calculation establish that the gallenene films have a highly
anisotropic electronic structure with a mixture of partially filled
Dirac cones and non-linear dispersive bands, which opens up
many new applications for Ga based 2D materials. Mechanical
indentation tests confirm that gallenene shows very strong
interactions with substrates in both heterostructures as well as
layered 2D materials, e.g., MoS2. Gallenene contacts could con-
vert MoS2 to a metallic phase from a semiconductor phase,
resulting in better 2D contacts for devices, Fig. 15B. Hence it
has immense potential as a 2D material for use in plasmonics,
sensors and electrical contacts.

First principle and molecular dynamics calculations predict
the possible exfoliation of 2D monolayers from a-AlxGa2�xO3

with n-vdW interactions. The ratio of Al and Ga in this case is
crucial in tuning the electronic, optical, and thermal properties
of the 2D monolayers, which is starkly different from that of
the bulk counterparts. Monolayers of a-AlGaO3 shows the high-
est thermal conductivity among the different 2D a-AlxGa2�xO3

phases. This promising result reveals the true potential of devel-
oping 2D a-AlxGa2�xO3 possessing high scalability and machin-
ability with tunable thermal and optical properties for
widespread application in flexible [217].
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In contrast to the templated synthesis of 2D-Al2O3, the non-
templated colloidal synthesis of single crystal CsPbBr3
nanosheets, with lateral sizes up to a few micrometers and thick-
ness of only a few unit cells [218]. The concerted use of short (oc-
tanoic acid and octyl amine) and long ligands (oleic acid and
oleyl amine) has ensured the restriction of this material to a
strong quantum-confinement regime. This ensures the facile uti-
lization of this material in several devices and photodetectors
owing to their large lateral size, with restricted thickness.

Germanium seems to be extremely promising for applications
in the electronics industry particularly in high-performance bat-
teries, with a band gap of �0.67 eV although its research has
been hindered by the limited Ge nanostructures developed so
far. Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions are required to prepare
germanane [219] (GeH, similar to graphene) and germanene
(similar to graphene) [220,221]. Wet ball-milling of bulk a-
germanium crystals have led to the formation of a-germanium
nanolayers [222]. The procedure requires minimal ingredients,
is free from the use of surfactants, can be easily scaled up, and
shows high purity and crystallinity. These nanolayers show
thickness and orientation dependent bandgaps and has immense
potential for use in optoelectronics. This approach can also be
extended to other crystals where exfoliation is not possible.

Conventional metal oxides exhibit an ionic polar surface,
which is not stable under electrostatically balanced conditions.
Consequently, the segregation and transfer of such 2D-
hexagonal metal oxide (h-MO) monolayers on different sub-
strates remain a challenge. Since h-MO growth occurs via
chemisorption–incorporation model in a layer-by-layer manner,
a planar crystal structure obtained from the metal–gas interface
can be considered to have the same depolarization nature as each
individual layer [224]. The monolayers are held together by vdW
forces, without intercalated charged ions in the interlayer spaces
for structural contamination. Hence contamination free, highly
pure completely stoichiometric 2D oxides can be obtained in this
method by mechanical exfoliation. Homogeneous growth at the
metal-gas interface was realized using a highly polished metal
surface, with minimum roughness to diminish defect driven oxi-
dation, in an oxygen-deficient environment at an optimum tem-
perature that decelerates the oxygen penetration within the
metal lattice. This is realized in mono and few-layered hexagonal
TiO2, that act as p-type semiconductors with hole mobilities upto
950 cm2.V�1.s�1. This strategy can be further extended to differ-
ent elements to explore metal oxides in the 2D quantum regime.

Rapid thermal annealing of relevant hydrous chloride com-
pounds has led to the formation of 2D oxide nanosheets [223].
Annealing crystals of CrCl3.6H2O (Fig. 15C), ZrOCl2.8H2O.
AlCl3.6H2O and YCl3.6H2O results in ultra-thin 2D nanosheets
of Cr2O3 (Fig. 15D), ZrO2, Al2O3 and Y2O3 nanosheets, respec-
tively, based on exfoliation guided by rapid evaporation of water
and other molecules under annealing condition. The Cr2O3

nanosheets can be used as anodes in Li-ion batteries with activity
superior to its bulk counterpart.

Chemical conversion of vdW crystals is another approach
used in the synthesis of 2D n-vdW nanosheets. Such a chemical
conversion has been demonstrated in the case of Indium Sele-
nide (InSe) where nonlayered indium flouride (InF3) nanosheets
were synthesized by exposing few layer InSe nanosheets to
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heated xenon difluoride (XeF2) vapour (Fig. 15E–J) [225]. The
conversion was shown to be feasible for thickness down to three
layers of InSe. The obtained InF3 nanosheets were doped with
selenium and had a direct bandgap of 2.2 eV. The doping levels
in the crystal can be tuned by adjusting the reaction parameters.
The scalability of the approach was also demonstrated by synthe-
sizing large area InF3 films.

2D nanosheets from non-layered transition metal oxides
(TMO) have been obtained by employing methods, e.g., molecu-
lar assembly, interfacial control, and templated approaches.
However, such bottom-up methods are not suitable for control-
ling the precipitation of alkali metal ions, e.g., Na+, K+, and alka-
line earth metal ions, e.g., Mg+2, Ca+2. Moreover, the
simultaneous precipitation of different metal ions with varied
chemical properties from the same solution is extremely difficult,
making the synthesis of 2D nanosheets containing multiple
metal oxides via bottom-up methods nearly impossible. A half-
SILAR (Successive ion layer adsorption and reaction) method is
useful in this context to grow ultrathin 2D metal oxide
nanosheets of CaO, NaCO2O4 and Fe-doped TiO2 nanosheets
[226]. Single layer exfoliated GO sheet substrates were used to
absorb the metal ions in the solution followed by processing
steps, and finally calcined to remove the GO nanosheets and
obtain the ultrathin 2D metal oxide nanosheets. This method
is regarded half-SILAR since the step in SILAR that involves the
precipitation of the metal ions by adding anionic species is elim-
inated here. This method is helpful for the large scale and cost-
effective production of many 2D metal oxide nanosheets with
unique properties.

2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), although extre-
mely important for their properties, have still not been explored
to their full potential. DFT calculations have yielded 36 MQ2

compounds (where M = Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Os, Ir,
Pt, Ag, Au; Q = S, Se, Te), with layered and non-layered crystal
structures [227]. Layered phase Fe and Ni compounds have weak
FIGURE 16

Schematic diagrams of the growth chamber for (A) pulsed laser deposition and
inter-layer binding dominated by vdW interactions, whereas the
others have very high exfoliation energies. Semiconductor
monolayers among these show lowest energy layered phases
with bandgaps between 0.45 to 2.62 eV. Here the valence and
conduction band offsets are primarily determined through the
positions of M d-states and Q p-states that contribute to both
the valence and conduction edge states. Stacking the monolayers
primarily for type-II band alignment heterojunctions whereas Ni
group TMDs form type-I heterojunctions. Multiple such systems
estimated a power conversion efficiency > 15%, when these type-
II heterojunctions are used in solar cells, indicating towards their
immense potential in photovoltaics. Non-vdW TMD materials
can also be converted to 2D vdW TMD layers by systematically
exposing them to chalcogen vapors, while controlling the vapor
pressures and enthalpies of the reaction products [228].

In this library, MXenes are a novel class of 2D materials with a
general formula Mn+1Xn, where a layer of non-metallic X is sand-
wiched between two metallic layers. They are synthesized by
etching out the A element in MAX phases using harsh chemical
treatments, that passivate the surface of the MXene with func-
tional groups, e.g., –O, –OH, –F, etc., thereby deteriorating their
properties. First principle DFT based calculations have shown a
pathway to synthesize MXenes, e.g., Ti2C and Ti3C2 from bulk
titanium carbides, using mechanical or sonication assisted liquid
phase exfoliation techniques from their bulk counterparts [229].

FeSe-type 2D TMCs have excellent electronic and structural
properties, and are regarded as MX, with one transition metal
atomic layer M sandwiched between two non-metallic X layers
[230,231]. Such FeSe like structures are found in KFe2S2 like n-
vdW bulk materials, with the 2D sub-layers being held together
by ionic interactions [232]. While 2D-TMCs are exciting for
application in electrochemistry, it is rather challenging to
develop 2D TMCs with metallicity and active basal planes. Gu
et al. predicted a total of 79 2D-TMCs synthesized from n-vdW
bulk materials, regarded as anti-MXenes [132], owing to their
(B) molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) [238].
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Summary Table
Summary of 2D n-vdW materials, methods of preparation and properties

Application Material Synthesis Method Dimensions
Thickness/lateral

Properties and Performances References

Magnetism Co9S8 2D oriented attachment � 0.5 nm/� 200 nm Room-temperature ferromagnetic behaviour; DFT
predicted half-metallicity

[60]

Gd2O3 Salt-effect organic solution
phase method

< 1 nm/100–200 nm Enhanced ferromagnetism at low temperature [61]

d-FeOOH topochemical transformation �1 nm/< 1 m Ferromagnetic with a high saturation magnetization
value of 7.5 emu/g at room temperature, direct
bandgap (2.2 eV)

[62]

a-Fe2O3 Template assisted oriented
growth

< 1 nm/�1 m robust intrinsic ferromagnetism of 0.6 lB/atom at 100
K
and remain ferromagnetic at room temperature

[63]

Hematene Liquid Exfoliation < 1 nm/> 1 m Suppression of Morin-transition, room-temperature
ferromagnetism

[18]

Ilmenene Liquid Exfoliation � 2 nm/> 1m Ferromagnetic ordering owing to Fe2+Ti4+ to Fe3
+Ti3+ charge transfer excitations

[38]

Chromiteen Liquid Exfoliation 2–5 nm/> 1m Scale enhanced room-temperature ferromagnetism [39]
Magnetene Liquid Exfoliation 1–3 nm/> 1m Scale enhanced room-temperature magnetism [64]
e-Fe2O3 CVD 5–8 nm/>5 m Air-stable and room-temperature ferromagnetic

ordering
[65]

Cr2S3 CVD � 2 nm/100–200 m Air-stable and Ferromagnetic below 120 K,
semiconducting

[69,70]

a-MnSe2 Hydrothermal � 22 nm/>2 m High Curie temperature (320K), ferromagnetic,
negative magnetoresistance, direct-bandgap
semiconductor

[66]

h-FeTe CVD �3 nm/>5 m Air-stable and High Curie temperature (170 K)
ferromagnetic.

[67]

FeS2 Liquid Exfoliation �3 nm/>1 m Low-temperature ferromagnetic ordering [40]

Energy Storage and
Conversion

(2D) polycrystalline flowers
dominated by the Co3O4

[112] (�70%)

Hydrothermal and
topotactic transformation
process.

1–5 nm
(average thickness �2.4 nm)

CO oxidation: Specific activity: 0.377 lmol�m�2�s�1

Stability in 3% H2O: High specific activity durable over
40 h at 90 and 150 �C

[137]

2D BiVO4nanosheets (NSs)
with largely exposed [010]
planes and widely
distributed O vacancies

colloidal two-phase method thickness of less than 3 nm
but a diameter larger than
1.2 lm

Photocatalytic water oxidation: O2 evolution rate is
107.4 lmol h�1,and AQY is as high as 26.1%
(420 nm)

[145]

Co3O4 nanosheets with a
graphene-like holey
structure

bottom-up self-assembly
approach

�1.8 nm OER: onset potential of 0.617 V vs. Hg/HgO, current
density: 12.26 mA cm�2 at 0.8 V vs. Hg/HgO, and long-
term stability with negligible fading in current density
after 2000 cycles

[115]

Pd–Pt–Ag nanosheets co-reduction of the metal
precursors in an appropriate
molar ratio in the presence
of CO

thickness of approximately 3
nm

Ethanol electrooxidation: Excellent mass activity
(�1.32 A/mg) >> Pd/C or Pt/C [in 0.1 M KOH and 0.5M
EtOH, @50 mV/S]

[93]
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N-doped metal-oxide quasi-
nanosheets

coordination-driving
deposition and sequential
etching (CDSE) strategy

<5nm Photocatalytic dye degradation, electrocatalytic HER [129]

Ultrathin 2D nonlayered
nickel selenide nanosheets

combinatorial self-regulating
acid etching and topotactic
transformation strategy

1.25 nm Bifunctional electrocatalytic water splitting: HER and
OER-high TOFs, ECSAs, and j0, as well as facilitated
charge transfer toward both OER and HER

[125]

single-unit-cell thick Co9S8
nanosheets

from preassembled Co14
nanoclusters (NCs) by virtue
of the flexibility of NC self-
assembly in colloidal
solution

0.9 Electrocatalytic OER with overpotential as low as 0.27
V at 10 mA cm�2 in 0.1 M KOH, which is comparable
to the performance of the best Co-based OER
electrocatalysts

[126]

Ultrathin nickel boron oxide
nanosheets assembled
vertically on graphene

in situ nucleation and
assembly method

6.5 nm exceptional photo/electro-catalytic reactivity and
stability of the 2D-on-2D layered hybrid

[130]

Ultrathin Pt–Pd alloy
nanosheets

diamine-assisted one-pot
solvothermal method

a size of up to 2 mm and a
thickness of only 2 nm

freestanding Pd19Pt1 nanosheet delivers activities of
1.831 A mgmetal1 at 0.330 V vs. RHE in the formic acid
oxidation and 6.65 A mgPt1 at 0.9 V vs. RHE in the
oxygen reduction reaction, significantly better than
those of the standard Pt/C

[104]

Amorphous 2D SnOx
nanoflakes with Bi
decoration

gas-injection and water-
dispersion in nonaqueous
solvent at elevated
temperature

Lateral size: 1 mm
Thickness< 5nm

electrocatalytic CO2 reduction with high faradaic
efficiency (>90%) of formic acid and stable
performance over 10 h

[117]

Co3S4 ultrathin porous
nanosheets with abundant
sulfur vacancies

plasma-induced dry
exfoliation method

1 nm Alkaline HER: onset overpotential of only 18 mV and
an extremely
large mass activity of 1056.6 A g�1 at an overpotential
of 200 mV

[127]

freestanding single-layered
nanosheets of gamma-Ga2O3

facile hydrothermal method
without using any kind of
shape control agents

�1.25 nm enhance the photocatalytic efficiency of water
splitting and durably photocatalyze overall water
splitting into hydrogen and oxygen

[144]

Amorphous few layered
nanosheets of Cr2O3

rapid thermal exfoliation of
CrCl3.6H2O precursors

3–5 nm Co-catalyst for HER on Au and Pt electrodes in harsh
alkaline conditions, enhancing stability

[118]

Free-standing ultrathin
hematite and FeP

water dissolvable template-
based synthesis route

1-3 nm electrochemical HER: FeP exhibits excellent catalytic
performances with a relatively low overpotential of
117 mV and a Tafel slope of 56 mV dec1

[119]

2D layered Al alloy and its
heterostructure with WS2

liquid exfoliation of an
Al66Co17Cu17 decagonal
quasicrystal

Lateral dimension:200 nm
Thickness: 2.5 nm

Electrocatalytic HER [131]

Ultrathin troilite FeS
nanosheets

citric-assisted solvothermal
procedure with ferrous
chloride and thiourea as the
Fe and S sources

Nanosheets: 10 nm in
thickness and 1.2 lm in
width

Photoinduced semiconductor-metal transition
induced HER enhancement (an overpotential of 142
mV at 10 mA cm�2 and a lower Tafel slope of 36.9 mV
per decade)

[123]

Ultrathin Silicon Nanosheets Exfoliation: cryo-mediation-
induced quenching cracks
with the assistance of
sonication

�1.2 nm enhanced and visible light responsive photocatalytic
hydrogen generation without any co-catalyst

[146]

ultrathin and surfactant-free
2D non-layered CoOOH & 2D
non-layered a-FeOOH, PbS

cleavage plane-oriented
exfoliation

CoOOH: 1.6 nm
Others 0.3–1 nm

very low overpotential (245 mV at a current density of
10 mA cm2) for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER)

[128]

(continued on next page)
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SUMMARY TABLE (CONTINUED)

Application Material Synthesis Method Dimensions
Thickness/lateral

Properties and Performances References

and CaCO32D hematene NSs and Au-
electrode composites

Mechanical exfoliation Glucose oxidation [120]

(2D) Pt5Se4 monolayer Computational study trifunctional catalyst: HER, OER, ORR [124]
Defect enriched 2D
hematene

Liquid exfoliation Electrocatalytic: OER
10 mA cm2 at a lower overpotential of 250 mV

[121]

Pd@PtM (M = Ni, Rh, Ru)
coreshell nanoplatelets

Epitaxial growth The thickness of the
multimetallic nanoplates was
measured to be �2.61 nm
with a PtNi shell of �0.76 nm
(�3 atomic layers)

Methanol oxidation reaction [87]

PtBi core/ultrathin Pt shell
nanoplates

Solution phase 1.40–1.76 nm Excellent mass activities in both MOR (4,820
mA�mgPt–1) and EOR (5,950 mA�mgPt–1) conducted in
alkaline media, which are 6.15 times and 8.63 times
higher than those of commercial Pt/C, respectively.
Pt2Bi nanoplates also show superior operation
durability to commercial Pt/C

[105]

Co3O4 Nanosheets with
Oxygen Vacancies

Electrodeposition followed
by plasma engraving

OER: The specific activity of the plasma engraved
Co3O4 nanosheets (0.055 mA cm�2 BET at 1.6 V) is 10
times higher than that of pristine Co3O4

[116]

Atomically Thick Pt–Cu
Nanosheets and coreshell
nanostructures

Sol–gel method 1–2 nm PtCu@PdIr shows the highest specific activity [1.46
mA cm�2) while PtCu@PdRh has the highest mass
activity (773 mA/mg(Pt + Pd)) for formic acid
oxidation

[88]

Biaxially strained PtPb/Pt
core/shell nanoplate

Colloidal: oleylamine (OAm)/
octadecene (ODE) mixture as
solvents and surfactants and
ascorbic acid as the reducing
agent

4.5 ± 0.6 nm [Pt/Pb] + (0.8–
1.2) nm Pt

high ORR specific and mass activities that reach 7.8
mA/cm2 and
4.3 A/mg of platinum at 0.9 V v RHE

[86]

mass production of 2D
nonlayered nanosheets of
oxides, carbon,
oxides/carbon, and
metal/carbon composites

a rapid “gel-blowing”
strategy by thermally
expanding the viscous gel
precursors within a short
time (�1 min)

3–5 nm excellent electrochemical performance for alkali-ion
batteries and electrocatalysis

[28]

Two- Dimensional Sheets of
Nonlayered MoO2

monomer-assisted reduction
process

� 1 nm lithium-ion battery (LIB): reversible capacity-
1516 mAh g�1 after 100 cycles at the current rate of
100 mA g�1 and 489 mAh g�1 after
1050 cycles at 1000 mA g�1

Also, micro supercapacitors exhibiting high areal
capacitance

[157]

Quasi-2D Platelets
ofNonlayered Iron Pyrite
(FeS2)

Liquid phase exfoliation High Performance Battery
Electrodes: lithium-ion battery anodes with capacities
approaching 1000 mAh/g

[158]
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Opto-electronic
applications

CuBr CVD 0.91 nm/45 mm Wide bandgap (� 3 eV), abundant excitonic states,
high-performance UV photodetector

[167]

CdTe vdW epitaxy 4.8 nm/5–8 mm Moderate bandgap (� 1.55 eV), single crystalline, Vis
Photodetector with ultralow dark current

[172]

CdS Self-limited epitaxy 6 nm/>40 mm Moderate bandgap (� 2.55 eV), single crystalline, Vis
photodetector with high photoswitching ratio, high
detectivity, and fast photoresponse speed

[173]

PbS vdW epitaxy 5–35 nm/1.8–3 mm Small bandgap (� 0.4 eV), single crystalline, superior
IR response

[168]

CuInSe2 Solid state reaction (InSe
template)

7.5–20 nm/ Moderate direct bandgap (1.1 eV), broadband
photodetection application

[174]

PbS nanoplatelet-graphene
heterostructure

Vapor epitaxy 12–27 nm/190–250 nm (PbS) Strong covalent interaction with graphene edge,
Phototransistor with highly tunable photoresponsivity

[175]

In2S3/graphene
heterostructure

CVD/dry transfer (for hetero
structure)

48 nm/50–80 mm (In2S3) Excellent
gate-tunable current-rectifying characteristic, Vis
photodetector

[176]

CdSe homojunction CVD 22.6 nm/>5 mm Wurzite–zinc blende structure, excellent
photodetection performance

[177]

In2S3/Si heterojunction Physical vapor epitaxy 20 nm/<161 mm Ultrasensitive photodetector with wide
photoresponse range, an excellent responsivity, an
ultrafast response speed, a high detectivity and robust
environmental stability

[169]

In2S3/Si nanopillar array Physical vapor epitaxy 22 nm/ Si nanopillar mediated Fabry–Pérot-Enhanced Mie
Resonances Coupled with Photogain Modulation for
Ultrasensitive Photodetector

[178]

Cu2S/CdS heterojunctions van der Waals epitaxy (CdS)/
Cation exchange method
(Cu2S)

30 nm/4–15 mm (CdS) Photovoltaic cell with a Voc of 0.17 V and a Isc of 2.3
nA, yielding a PCE of 2.1%

[179]

MoO3/MoS2 heterojunction Mechanical exfoliation
(MoS2)/e-beam evaporation
(MoO3)

6–20 nm (MoO3)/ MoS2 (n-type) and MoO3 (p-type), photodetection
with excellent photoresponsivity and photovoltaic
with 3.5% PCE

[180]

MOX (BiOBr, YbOCl, BiOSe) Space-confined chemical
vapor deposition (SCCVD)
method(BiOBr), CVD (YbOCl)

BiOBr < 10 nm
YbOCl
<10 nm
BiOSe < 15 nm

BiOBr, BiOSe–Graphene heterostructure high-
performance ultraviolet photodetectors

[233–237]

Mechanics and
Tribological
Properties

Boehmite
(c-AlOOH)

Chemical Exfoliation 1.2 nm Highest Stiffness
(495.7 GPa)

[187]

2H-WO2 and 2H-MoO2 Theoretically Predicted 1–2 nm E2D WO2 = 289.6 N/m
E2D MoO2 = 253.7 N/m

[188]

b-Ga2O3(010) and
(100)

Mechanical Cleavaging and
low pressure CVD

E(100) = 261.4 ± 20.6 GPa
E[010] = 245.8 ± 9.2 GPa

[190,191]

Bilayer-Mica Mechanical Exfoliation 1–2 nm E = 202 ± 22 GPa [194]
2D MoO3 Ultrasonication Method 1–2 nm EMoO3 = 176.3 ± 4.1 GPa [195]
Magnetene (Fe3O4) Liquid Exfoliation 1–4 nm Frinctional Force 1.5 nN [198]
Slicene Ultrasonication �4 nm Frinctional Force 0.5 nN [206]

Miscellaneous
Applications

c-Al2O3 2D nanosheets Homogeneous deposition on
GO substrate

�4 nm/10 lm Removal of fluoride from water [215]

Anti-MXenes DFT Use as electrode material and Li ion battery [132]

(continued on next page)
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structure opposite to MXenes comprising a single M atomic layer
sandwiched between two atomic X layers. Of these, 24 appear to
be thermodynamically, mechanically, and thermally stable and
their metallicity and active basal plane make them lucrative as
highly efficient electrode materials. Of the noble-metal free
anti-MXenes, CoSi, FeB, CoB and CoP show potential as an elec-
trode material for hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), while CuS
has an added advantage owing to whole range H coverage. In
these cases, the active sites are the tetra coordinated non-
metallic sites at the basal planes because of which there is a high
density of active sites. Similarly, CoB is an intriguing anode
material for Li-ion batteries, with low Li diffusion barriers, high
capacity, and optimum open circuit voltage.
Synthesis of epitaxial thin films towards nanoscale
device applications
As discussed exhaustively in the previous sections, traditionally
these 3D n-vdW materials can be exfoliated into quasi-2D layers
by energizing agitation and such exfoliated layers have signifi-
cantly different properties than the bulk, which is primarily dri-
ven by the special nature of electronic states as well as the
corresponding “surface” driven aspects. Unfortunately, however,
such exfoliated materials do not adapt easily to the device plat-
forms of modern electronics, because of the presence of dangling
bonds on the surface, interfacial distortion and defects. Therefore
growing crystalline quasi-2D-like (ultra-thin few layer) thin films
of such 3D n-vdW materials directly on crystalline substrates can
not only support such novel properties as displayed by the exfo-
liated ones, but is also important and foremost priority for nano-
electronics, embodying a clean device fabrication protocols. In
last few decades, significant advances have been made in synthe-
sizing epitaxial (epi means “above” and taxy corresponds to “in
an ordered manner”) thin films on supported substrates by using
various highly-energetic physical vapour deposition techniques,
mainly pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and molecular beam epi-
taxy (MBE) (Fig. 16) [238]. The advantage of directed thin film
growth is its uniformity over the large area (�10 � 10 mm2) with
atomic level layer thickness controlled growth, and in addition
of its ultra-clean atomically smooth surface.

Considering the above mentioned n-vdW materials, several
attempts have been made to grow the epitaxial thin films. The
detailed analysis in terms of thin film growth is beyond the scope
of this review, and we will touch upon few reports on the high-
quality growth of these n-vdWmaterials. For example, A. Serrano
et al., grew 40–50 nm epitaxial a-Fe2O3 hematite thin films by
PLD on various metal–oxide substrates showing that both struc-
tural and morphological characteristics can be controlled by
varying the lattice parameters as well as orientation of the film
[239]. High-quality metastable epitaxial 54 nm e-Fe2O3 thin films
were grown on structurally compatible Nb:SrTiO3 (111) sub-
strates by M. Gich et al., showing room temperature multiferroic-
ity, useful for non-volatile memory device applications [240].
Magnetite Fe3O4 thin film is one of the most studied materials,
very useful for spintronic as it shows half-metallic behaviour
[241]. Nearly 130 nm Ilmenite FeTiO3 thin films were deposited
on sapphire substrates by PLD showing epitaxial and stoichio-
metric growth [242]. Epitaxial Cr2O3 thin film is very useful for
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spintronic devices, as films grown by MBE shows the presence of
antiferromagnetic magnetoelectric behaviour [243]. Epitaxial
100 nm spinel chromite Fe2CrO4 was grown by MBE on MgO
(001) substrate showing photoconductivity across the visible
region of the electromagnetic spectrum, important for photo-
electrochemical water splitting [244]. Thin film growth of
Ga2O3 is a hot topic among the thin film community as its
wide-band gap nature is important to fabricate metal–semicon
ductor-metal photodetectors [245]. TiO2 is a popular material
showing potential applications in solar cells, and catalysis and
hence efforts were given to grow thin films of both anatase and
rutile phases of this material [246]. A. Matsuda et al., grew
10 nm Co3O4 thin film at room temperature with atomic smooth
surface and obtained excellent properties, useful for catalytic
applications [247]. SnO is a transparent conductor, thus suitable
for photovoltaics, and recently efforts were given to grow epitax-
ial thin films as A. B. Mei et al., grew films on Al2O3 substrate by
MBE, exhibiting p-type conductivity with carrier concentration
2.5 � 1016 cm�3 and mobility 2.4 cm2V�1S�1 at room tempera-
ture [248]. G. Balakrishnan et al., grew highly orientated 300 nm
c- and a-Al2O3 thin films by PLD with surface roughness of less
than one nm [249]. Considering the usefulness of BiVO4 in solar
water splitting, efforts were also given to grow high-quality
BiVO4 films having thickness of 90 nm, showing excellent PEC
performance [250].

Therefore, as can be seen, substantial progress have been
made to grow highest-quality epitaxial thin films of these n-
vdW materials. However, with the advancement made in thin
film technology in last couple of decades with in-situ atomic
layer controlled growth, therefore growing highest quality atom-
ically smooth ultra-thin few layer films (possibly down to single
layer limit) of these n-vdW materials (as similar to those exfoli-
ated quasi 2D-like) directly on structurally compatible crystalline
substrates with different orientations (both along basal and non-
basal planes) may depart completely from exfoliated solution-
based synthesis process because of the imposed lattice strain
and interface proximity aspects associated with them, potentially
affording new opportunities to access further interesting emer-
gent properties. Additionally, the recent successful growth of
freestanding monolayer metal-oxide thin films [68,224] should
be adopted to grow these n-vdW materials, replicating the free-
standing quasi-2D sheet-like characteristics, however with
ultra-cleanliness, important to shed the lights onto fundamental
intrinsic electronic and magnetic properties as well as increasing
the efficiency of electronics and environment friendly energy
related devices.
Future perspectives
Even if a lot of research has been done in this emerging field of
research, a collective effort to take this area into next level is lack-
ing. This review aims at bringing together all the available litera-
ture in the field of n-vdW 2Dmaterials with an emphasis on their
magnetic and micromechanical properties, optoelectronic,
energy storage and conversion applications. Recently, there is a
revived interest in n-vdW 2Dmaterials which resonates well with
the timing of this effort. For example, J. Cui et al. in their recent
review summarized the relevance of n-vdW materials for device
applications especially on magnetic applications front [251]. Sev-
eral theoretical and experimental investigations are going on to
study the heterostructures in which the n-vdW 2D material form
an active component with a view to engineer the magnetic prop-
erties. Recently, R. I. Gonzalez et al studied how hematene sup-
ported on Stanene can induce a strong ferrimagnetism due to
strong hybridization effects whereas hematene deposited on Au
doesn’t have much effects on its magnetic ground state [77]. Fer-
roelectric polarization induced tuning of magnetic properties of
hematene in hematene/BaTiO3(001) heterostructures was also
investigated by first principle calculations [78]. Theoretical inves-
tigation on enhanced stability and stacking dependent magnetic
properties of 2D monolayer FeTiO3 on Ti2CO2 substrate also adds
to the excitement of n-vdW heterostructures [252]. Another step
forward, more theoretical and experimental investigations on
heterostructures of vdW and n-vdW 2D materials needs to be
done which may lead to combine exceptional properties of both.
Interconversions of vdW 2D materials to n-vdW ones and vice-
versa are also turning out to be really exciting [225,228]. The
vdW precursors like graphene, TMDCs, TIs are host materials
for new avenues in physics such as ballistic carrier transport,
quantum hall effect, valleytronics to name a few. However, such
phenomena in n-vdW 2D materials are unknown and yet to be
explored. Hence, researchers are most welcome to explore trans-
port properties of n-vdW family of materials.

The library of materials that can be exfoliated from their bulk
counterparts are limited. This warrants more experimental inves-
tigations to isolate more n-vdW 2D materials by choosing from
the list of bulk precursors both from natural mineral ores pre-
dicted as discussed in Section 2 of this article and from other syn-
thetic alternatives. The recent work by Friedrich et al. [37] in
which they shortlisted 8 binary and 20 ternary candidates with
potential n-vdW exfoliation capabilities, employing a data-
driven high-throughput approach with an insight into their elec-
tronic, optical, and magnetic properties. The authors would like
to encourage readers to cherry pick the materials of their interest
from these available classifications for various applications. Add-
ing to the excitements, recently A N Toksumakov et al. succeeded
in mechanical exfoliation of few layer n-vdW 2Dmaterial InGaS3
which is thought to be impossible for non-van der Waals crystals
[253]. Being isolated already by means of both the state-of-the-art
top down approaches such as liquid phase exfoliation and
mechanical exfoliation, the future of n-vdW 2D materials seems
to be in the right direction [254].

New area of research may often be hampered by a lot of draw-
backs as well which need to be addressed properly in-order to
take it forward. Especially, unlike conventional vdW 2D materi-
als, the surface of n-vdW 2D materials are decorated by dangling
bonds which leads to enhanced surface activity. This property
can be exploited for catalytic applications and such surface activ-
ity can be improved further by synthesizing porous 2D struc-
tures; however, these high reactive surfaces were susceptible to
oxidation or surface passivation by other chemical ligands from
the environment which may have adverse effects on preferred
electronic/magnetic properties for various applications. In such
scenarios, there is an urgent need to find out new methods to
prevent this surface passivation and to encapsulate n-vdW 2D
material surfaces for optimised device applications. Also, the
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numerous surface dangling bond may lead to surface reconstruc-
tions to minimise the surface energy which may also have an
effect on the ground-state electronic and magnetic properties
of n-vdW 2D materials. Theoretical tools based on molecular
dynamics, Monte-Carlo simulations and first-principle density
functional theory are expected to give insights into the modified
ground-state electronic/magnetic properties due to surface
reconstructions.
Conclusions
More than a decade after the discovery of graphene, the world of
2D materials is crossing its first phase, especially in fast-
developing condensed matter physics, material science, and nan-
otechnology research. The emerging field of 2D materials pro-
vides the research community with many exciting new
opportunities for exploration of science and technologies across
a wide variety of disciplines such as electronics, optoelectronics,
magnetism, ferroelectricity, dielectrics, to list a few. However, the
stringent condition of a van der Waals nature limits the library of
2D materials and the availability of materials with which one can
play around excludes most of the current technology-relevant
materials. In this review, we examined the possibility of extend-
ing the 2D library to the class of non-van der Waals materials and
commented on the recent progress in research in this direction.
The n-vdW 2D crystals are mostly explored for the energy and
environmental related application and in the field of 2D mag-
netism, Photodetectors, and few other miscellaneous applica-
tions. It is anticipated that further progress in synthesis of
quasi-2D materials from bulk n-vdW crystals (top down) and
vapor phase deposition techniques (bottom-up) shall lead to fur-
ther practical applications that are both relevant to academia and
industry. Therefore, it is time to introduce more facile large-scale
synthesis methods and further advance our understanding of
exploring new properties of n-vdW 2Dmaterials and their hybrid
structures and composites to identify their most promising appli-
cations in industrial electronic and spintronic devices. We hope
that this review will serve as a guide to those exploring the
opportunities in n-vdW quasi 2D materials.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data (Table S1: examples of minerals with differ-
ent types of parting planes, ordered based on the quality of the
cleavage in the Appendix; Table S2 showcases all the existing
minerals recognized today by IMA and few groups of minerals
that might be relevant for exfoliation (silicates, oxides, sulfides,
carbonates) or all minerals containing Fe, or Ni, Mn, Cr, Li.) to
this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mat-
tod.2022.07.007.
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